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FOR ALDUS

Introduction

Aldus Manutius died in Venice, at about 65 years old, on 6 February 1515. Two days
later, he was mourned by a huge crowd in Church of San Paternian, his body surrounded by
books. 500 years (and a few months) have passed and yet his fame is far from waning.
Marking the celebration of this fifth centenary, the present catalogue pays homage to his
outstanding and multifaceted activity, which reshaped the printed book in content and form.
This little catalogue travels through the whole span of activity of the Aldine press, including
the ancillary branches and firms run by its associates, as reconstructed by Antoine Augustin
Renouard at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

In 1494, the humanist Aldus Manutius founded his publishing house in Venice in partnership with a distinguished publisher, Andrea Torresani. Over a century of activity, the firm
issued unsurpassed first editions of the classics and introduced epoch-making improvements
in book design, from fonts and format to punctuation and page layout. Its characteristic logo
was a dolphin twisting around an anchor, embodying the famous Latin motto ‘festina
lente’ (hasten slowly). Following Aldus’s death, the press was run by his father- and brothers-in-law, the Torresani, and later by his youngest child, Paolo. Amid difficulties and
changes, it struggled to remain at the forefront of the European book trade. The conclusive
crisis came in the last quarter of the century with Aldo the Younger, Paolo's son. The Aldine
press shut down in 1598.
However, its legacy continues to flourish, becoming inextricably linked with the ideals
of the Renaissance scholarship and the revival of the Classical literature. No other printer or
publisher has been so sought after in his own right. Aldine books as a bibliographical category have contributed like no other to the rise and growth of book collecting, bibliography
and bibliophilia, and we believe they will do so ‘for many years’.

Paolo Sachet
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was a Thracian, a house
slave and likely a family
tutor on the island of
Samos at the beginning
of the 6th century BC.
His Fables are one of the
most enduring works of
European literature, of
which the earliest written compilation probably dates from three
centuries later and is
now lost. The earliest
surviving version is Roman, made by Babrius,
tutor to the children of
Alexander Severus in
the 3rd century AD,
though stories from other, especially oriental
sources, were probably
added. The collection we
now recognise was
compiled and edited by
Item 1
Maximus Planudes and
from which the popular
fables of modern Europe have been derived. Whatever
their exact origin they have constituted a delightful
source of amusement and instruction for children of all
ages since they were popularised by the printed editions of the C16, of which none is more important than
this printed and edited by Aldus.

AESOP
Vita & Fabulae...cum interpretatione Latina [and other
works]
Venice, Apud Aldum, October, 1505
£59,500
FIRST EDITIONS (in parts) Folio. 150 ll. A8 a8 B10 b8
C8 c8 D10 d8 e-h8 i6 k-n8, o4. Greek and Roman letter,
mostly on alternating ll. partly double column, printer's
dolphin and anchor device on t.p. and larger on verso of
last. T.p. very slightly dusty, a very handsome, clean,
large, thick paper copy in English late C18 straight
grained red morocco, a.e.g. C18 armorial bookplate of
Wilmot, 3rd Viscount Lisburne on front pastedown,
C20 of William Davignon on ffep.
One of the rarest and most sought after editions of the
early Aldine press and in practice the earliest obtainable of the author's original text. The volume comprises
the Aesopian Fables in Latin and Greek, together with
a life of the author, similarly the 34 fables of Gabrias,
Phurnutus on the 'nature of the Gods', Palaephatus on
disbelieving histories, Heraclides on the allegories of
Homer, the hieroglyphs of Horapollo, a collection of
proverbs drawn from Tarraeus and Didymus, Aphthonius and Philostratus' de fabula in Latin and Greek,
those of Hermogenes translated by Priscian, and finally an Apologia for Aesop 'de Cassita apud Gellium'.
Almost all of these, apart from the Aesop, are in their
first edition or editio princeps, Praz p. 373 particularly
notices the Horapollo.

BM STC It., 8; Renouard, 49: 6-7 (‘Dans cette rare et
belle édition, la version latine des Fables est iutercalée
dans le grec’); Brunet, I, 84 (‘Belle édition trèsrecherchée, et dont les exempl. bien conservés ne se
trouvent pas facilement’); Dibdin, I, 247 (‘This edition
may be considered among the rarer and more beautiful
productions of the Aldine Press’).

Aesop is the traditional composer of the oldest and
most important collection of Greek Fables, which are
probably the earliest examples of popular and maybe
children's literature still extant. Herodotus, writing in
the fifth century BC already knew of Aesop as an author from the past. Aesop's life has been overlaid by
many romantic fictions but it is fairly certain that he

Item 1
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BY THE MENDOZA BINDER?
APULEIUS, Lucius
Metamorphoseos sive lusus Asini libri XI [and others]
Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andreae Soceri, 1521
£3,950
8vo, ff. 266, [28]. Italic and Greek letters; large Aldine
devices on title and final verso; margins slightly wrinkled due to gauffering, few yellowed pages; worm holes
to title, first and last three leaves, old paper repairs, not
obscuring text. A good, well-margined copy in elegant
contemporary Venetian light-brown morocco, gilt and
blind-tooled panel with central knot tool and vine leaves
to corners, suggestive of the Mendoza Binder (see M.
Foot, The Henry Davis Gift, III, 261-262 (both Aldines),
and De Marinis, Legatura artistica, II, nos 1748, 1753);
spine tooled with lozenges; all edges richly gauffered
gilt; minor loss and scratches to covers, spine defective
at head and tail, joints cracked (front internally reinforced). Scribbled early monogram ‘GX’ to title; armorial bookplate and shelf mark to front endpaper recto, ms
early shelf mark and ex libris of Count Paolo VimercatiSozzi (1801-1883) on front pastedown; occasional contemporary and later annotations. In folding box.
A desirable copy of this rare, first and only Aldine edition, comprising the works of Apuleius, from his famous novel Metamorphoses or The Golden Ass to his
less-known orations and philosophical treatises. This
corpus was first published in 1469 by Sweynheym and
Pannartz with the help of Giovanni Andrea Bussi. The
Aldine edition provides a better text, amending many
mistakes and gaps as well as publishing recentlydiscovered passages. It was accomplished by Gian
Francesco Torresano, Aldus’s brother-in-law and
prominent scholar of humane litterae. Torresano also
included for the first time the Greek instruction on Plato’s teachings by the Middle Platonist philosopher Alcinous.

Item 2

Egyptian tradition, Asclepius provides detailed description of such esoteric practice as the animation of
statues and the art of imprisoning demons’ souls.
This very typical early sixteenth-century Venetian
binding shows close similarities to those attributed to
the ‘Mendoza Binder’, identified as Andrea di Lorenzo
from Verona. He ran one of the leading bindery of Venice and was named after his main customer, the Spanish ambassador and prominent book collector Diego
Hurtado de Mendoza (see A. Hobson, Renaissance
Book Collecting: Jean Grolier and Diego Hurtado de
Mendoza, Cambridge 1999). The layout and the decorations (vine-leaves and knot) are those used by him,
though there are no corner roses or gilt title on the
panel. The book also contains annotations in two different hands. A probably seventeenth-century learned
reader wrote catchwords, thoughts and references to
other works in the margins, e.g. Pontano and Erasmus’s Adagia at ff. 2v-3r. He annotated in particular
the story of Cupid and Psyche in books 4, 5 and 6; the
second, sixteenth-century annotator was more interested in the rhetorical and philosophical treatises in
second half of the volume, which he occasionally underlined.

The Golden Ass is the only Ancient Roman novel survived in its integrity, recounting the adventures of a
curious student of magic, Lucius. At the beginning of
the book, one of Lucius’s attempts to perform a spell
accidentally turned him into an ass. Hence, he travelled in search of ways to get back his human form,
which only the goddess Isis was at last able to bestow
on him. The Aldine edition gathered other rhetorical
and philosophical works by Apuleius. His interest in
esotericism and Neoplatonism made him very suitable
for Renaissance readers’ taste, following Plato’s Florentine revival at the twilight of the fifteenth century.
One can also read here an interesting essay on magic,
entitled Asclepius after the Greek god of healing. It was
thought to be written by Apuleius, even though it is
part of the famous Corpus Hermeticum brought to the
West by Michael Psellus and translated into Latin and
Italian by Marsilio Ficino. Under the influence of

BM STC It., 35; Adams, A 1362; Renouard, 91:8;
Brunet, I, 362; Graesse, I, 171.
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the major scientific texts of the
ancient
authors
should not be seen
as peripheral to
the scientific revolution. The mastery of the Greek
and Latin texts
was an essential
stage in the attempt to ‘surpass
the ancients,’ and
the extensive publishing of new and
better-understood
Item 3
texts by the classical mathematicians played an integral role in the
founding of the ‘new sciences’” M. Kemp, The Science of
Art, p. 76. Archimedes of Syracuse (c.287-212 BC), was
the greatest mathematician and engineer of antiquity.
“Archimedes was above all a great mathematician developing further many ideas of Eudoxus and Euclid. In
plane geometry he wrote on circle measurement, the
quadrature of the parabola and spirals... he was an
important forerunner of the mathematicians who developed the infinitesimal calculus. One of his greatest
achievements was his calculation that the area of the
surface of a sphere is four times that of the great circle
of the sphere and that the volume of the sphere is two
thirds the volume of its circumscribed cylinder. ... He
invented a system of numeration by which he could
express any number however large. Through his researches in statics he discovered the fundamental principals relating to the lever and the centers of gravity of
triangles, parallelograms and parallel trapezia. In hydrostatics he described the equilibrium of floating bodies and stated the famous proposition - known by his
name - ..We owe to Archimedes the full exposition of
the doctrine of levers and pulleys. .... In the Arenarius
he quotes a passage from Aristarchus which is the earliest evidence we now have that the latter had conceived the heliocentric system long before Copernicus.
... together with Newton and Gauss - [he] is generally
regarded as one of the greatest mathematicians the
world has ever known, and if his influence had not
been overshadowed at first by Aristotle, Euclid and
Plato, the progress of modern mathematics might have
been much faster. As it was, his influence began to take
full effect only after the publication of this first printed
edition which enabled Descartes, Galileo and Newton
in particular to build on what he had begun.” Printing
and the Mind of Man 72 on the Basle edn. of 1544. This
edition is also one of the very few illustrated editions of
a scientific text produced by the Aldine press. A very
good copy of this important text.

RARE FIRST EDITION
ARCHIMEDES
Opera non nulla a Federico Commandino Urbinate
nuper in Latinum conuersa, et commentariis illustrata
Venice, apud Paulum Manutium, 1558
£9,500
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio. Two parts in one. 1): ff.
[iv], 55, [i]; 2): [ii], 63, [i]. *⁴, A-O⁴; [a]², b-r⁴. First
work in Roman letter in two sizes, larger for the theorems, second in Italic and Roman. Woodcut anchor and
dolphin device with floral wreath on title and verso of
last in both parts, fine large historiated woodcut initials,
numerous woodcut diagrams in text, two small armorial
blindstamps in outer blank margin of title of R.
Grosvenor Bartelot F.S.A. Title dusty, small tear to
blank upper outer corner restored, small oil stain and
very light marginal waterstain in upper and outer margin of last few leaves, very occasional marginal mark or
spot. A very good copy, crisp and clean with good margins, in contemporary limp vellum; remains of ties, two
tears to spine, vellum a little soiled.

First edition of the works of Archimedes with the commentary of Commandino and the second Latin edition
of Archimedes works, first printed at Basle in 1544.
This edition is far superior to its predecessor as in Federico Commandino it had an editor who was a noted
scholar and scientist in his own right and who had access in Venice to an accurate ms. of the Greek text
which had not previously been available. His edition
and commentary on this work became the basis for
virtually all subsequent editions, as did his commentaries on many other mathematicians of antiquity. He
considerably advanced Renaissance learning in mathematics. The second work in this edition comprises
Commandino’s commentary on Archimedes text. “The
success of the humanist mathematicians in uncovering,
clarifying, translating and providing commentaries on
Item 3

BM STC It., 36; Renouard, 173:3; Brunet, I, 385
(‘Edition peu commune’); DSB, III, 364; Riccardi, I, 42
(‘Bella edizione, edassai pocco commune’); PMM, 72.
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ARISTOPHANES
Comoediae Novem
Venice, Apud Aldum, 1498
£59,500
EDITIO PRINCEPS. Folio. 346 unnumbered leaves,
lacking two blanks. Text in Aldus’ large Greek type 146,
41 lines of scholia surrounding in smaller (type 114),
Aldus’ preface in Roman. Woodcut strap-work initials in
two sizes and headpieces. Early Greek marginalia in
brown ink mostly to first quarter of volume. Title page
very slightly soiled and strengthened at gutter, two
leaves slightly browned (probably damp at printing),
couple of minor marginal tears, last leaf with small old
marginal repairs, strengthened at gutter, slightly soiled
on verso. A very good copy, crisp, clean and well margined in C17 vellum over boards C18 mottling, gilt red
morocco labels and gilt thistle motif on spine, C19 ms.
bibl. notes on front pastedown, Walter Hirst’s charming
bookplate and Sir Thomas Philip’s pencilled shelf mark
beneath, earlier ink lettering (press mark?) on rear
pastedown.

Item 4

istophanes. Aldus founded his career on the publication
of Greek texts - the first printer to do so - with this type
designed and cast on new principles which he perfected
over a period of five years. To his scholarly care we
owe more of the editiones principes of the major Greek
classics than to any other printer and the Aristophanes, texturally and artistically, was one of his finest
achievements.

A very handsome copy of the beautiful first printed
edition of Aristophanes, comprising the first nine plays
(10 & 11 were not published till 1525) and one of the
chef d’oeuvres of Aldus’ early Greek press. The editor
was Marco Musuro, the celebrated Greek humanist,
who also contributed an excellent preface on the reasons for studying Greek and the stylistic beauty of Ar-

Aristophanes was the greatest of the Athenian comic
dramatists and one of her greatest poets. For richness
and fertility of imagination probably only Shakespeare
is comparable and Aristophanes’ direct influence on
English literature was considerable; the comedies of
Jonson, Middleton and Fielding derive from him.
Apart from constituting one of the surviving glories of
Hellenic culture Aristophanes’ comedies are an invaluable source for its social history. His surviving plays out of a probable forty or fifty - provide us with an accurate if satirical commentary on the political, religious, sexual, economical and domestic life of Athens
over a period of thirty six years. His changes in style
and content match the concurrent constitutional and
social changes in the State itself. The plays’ themes are
invariably contemporary, a mocking mirror to the
condition of the city. This edition has the benefit of the
scholia of Thomas Magister, John Tzetzes and Demetrius Triclinus themselves incorporating much of the
more ancient commentaries of Apollonius, Callimaches, Didymus and others, which were superseded
in later editions by much newer but also much inferior
work.

Item 4

“Première et belle édition ... Les Scolies .. sont dans
cette importante et belle édition imprimées bien plus
correctement que dans la reimpression faite à Florence
1525” Renouard, 16:3.
“Premiere édition belle et rare” Brunet, I, 451.
BMC, V, 559; GW, 2333; Goff, A-958; Sander, I, 580.
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and Bartholomaeus de Blavis between 1 February and
25 October 1483. The translation is anonymous but
William Moerke and Michael Scotus were responsible
for the other medico-scientific Latin versions in the series. Aristotle's Physics is a fundamental text of Western natural philosophy. In it - or rather them, what has
come down to us is probably a fairly random collection
of lecture notes, rather than a text polished for publication—Aristotle established the general principles that
govern all natural bodies, animate and inanimate, celestial and terrestrial, including all motion, causation,
qualitative and quantitative change, creation and extinction. Physics in the Aristotelian sense covers almost
all there is to know about the material world - including those forces which shape it that are not themselves
material. Heidegger wrote of it "This book determines
the warp and woof of the whole of Western thinking...
Without Aristotle's Physics there would have been no
Galileo."
Ibn Rushd or Averroes came from an illustrious Cordoban family and was the greatest Muslim philosopher of
the West and one of the greatest of medieval times, as
well as a physician and astronomer. For his three remarkable commentaries on Aristotle (that on zoology
is now absolutely lost) he became known simply as 'The
Commentator' or 'Gran Comento' as Dante calls him in
Inferno IV 144. English versions were still being published in the 20th century. The editor Vernia (1420 1499) was one of the leading Aristotelians of the C16th
and himself a significant philosopher - his contemporaries called him Nicoletus philosophus celeberrimus;
he was also a physician and astrologer. He taught philosophy at the University of Padua from 1465 almost to
his death and was succeeded by Pomponazzi, like Nifo,
one of his pupils. Titles from this series of publications
appear either individually or together and in any combination, they were available for purchase that way.
The bibliographical references following therefore may
refer to the whole publication, or any part.

Item 5

5
A VERY HANDSOME VOLUME
ARISTOTLE

De physico auditu … ab Averri cordubesi commentate
Venice, Andrea Torresani, 2nd October 1483

£19,500
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, 159 ex 160 unnumbered ll.
AA-TT8 UU7 (lacking final blank). Double column,
Gothic letter in two sizes, printed paragraph numbers,
initial spaces blank. Systematic scholarly marginalia in
contemporary and C16th hands, neat and legible, intermittently throughout. A few little wormholes, mostly
marginal, to final gatherings, lamp oil splash to blank
fore edge of a dozen ll. An exceptional, thick paper copy,
clean, well- margined and unrestored, in 16th century
Viennese calf over wooden boards, outer and inner compartments with multi blind ruled borders, 4 original
brass bosses to corners of latter on each cover, matching
central boss within; spine with blind ornament to seven
compartments, joints repaired, covers a bit wormed and
scratched, remains of clasps; a tall and handsome volume beautifully proportioned and printed.

Not in BM STC. Goff, A-962; GW, 2337; Renouard,
284:3; Stillwell, Awakening Interest in Science, 736;
Klebs, 82:2; Bernoni 271:14 (‘importante edizione’).

Item 5

Excellent early edition of Aristotle's Physics in this Latin translation with the commentary of Ibn Rushd, otherwise known as Averroes of Cordoba, and edited by
Nicoletus Vernia. It comprises one of a series of Aristotelian texts that were produced by Andrea Torresani
8
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ARISTOTLE
Organon
Venice, Aldus Manutius, 1495
£29,500
FIRST EDITION, folio, 234 leaves, A-K8, L-N6, a-c8, de6, f-q8, r-s6. Predominantly Greek letter, a little Roman; headpieces and woodcut interlacing initials, occasionally coloured red by contemporary hand; large text
diagram on f. I1r; extensive scholarly annotations and
diagrams in another contemporary humanist hand,
probably Italian, over the first third of the book; handwritten early running titles throughout; lightly toned,
some water smudges to the upper margins of the final
quires. A very good, well-margined copy in contemporary German alum tawed pigskin over thick wood
boards, perhaps from the circle of Ulrich Frenckel,
bookbinder active in Thuringia (Einbanddatenbak,
w000242); covers elegantly tooled in blind, double line
fillet, a bit soiled; the external panel filled with ‘Maria’
scrolls, stags in squares in the internal one; central
frame with two crossing bands and four rhombus floral
ornaments; old repair to the upper corner of the back
cover and outer corners lightly worn; remains of the
original central clasp. Both pastedowns from a printed
sixteenth-century German commentary on the Gospels,
employing Luther’s vernacular translation; purchase
note in a German hand and elegant Greek inscription on
the free endpaper, both dated 1534; the latter charmingly seeking help from God to approach the challenging
contents of the book; early Greek monogram (Io. D. Se.)
in red on s5r; another, later, on rear endpaper.

Item 6

Item 6

This editio princeps comprises the six logical treatises
of
Aristotle, collectively called
‘the
Instrument’ (Organon), as well as Porphyry’s introduction
and commentary. The volume provides the finest example of the first two sets of Aldine Greek Type 1 (146
and 114 mm.). It forms the first part of the five- volume
series of Aristotle’s works issued by Aldus between
1495 and 1498, an outstanding achievement of the Aldine press. This undertaking is a milestone in the development of Renaissance scholarship, spreading for the
first time the Greek original texts in print. Thus, Aristotelian logic could be studied again in all its purity,
aside from the medieval contaminations of the Arabic
and Christian traditions. In his dedication to his patron and former pupil Alberto Pio, Prince of Carpi, Aldus displays his ambitious publishing programme embracing the whole corpus of classical Greek learning,
from grammars and history to poetry and philosophy.
‘The great Aldine editio princeps ... was the first major
Greek prose text to be reintroduced in the original to
the western world by the intervention of the printing
press.’ Printing and the Mind of Man, p. 22, no. 38.
ISTC ia00959000; GW 2334; BMC, V, 553; Renouard,
7:5.
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THE FERRARI - ROVIDA ANNOTATED COPY
ARISTOTLE
De animalibus [et alia]
Venice, Aldus Manutius, 1497 [or 1498]
£39,500
EDITIO PRINCEPS. Fol., ff. 457 [i.e. 458], [9], aaαα&&ωω10, AA-ΠΠ10, PP10+1, ΣΣΦΦ10, XX8,*8, lacking
blank XX8. Greek, little Roman in preliminaries; large
decorated initials; recto of first leaf lightly soiled, old oil
stain to gutters at head; tear from blank lower corner at
152, small tear at foot of 364; marginal damp stains,
small central oil splash over final gathering. A good,
well-margined copy in early plain goatskin, vellum
spine superimposed; chipped corner and front joint
lightly cracked; a bit worn. Extensive scholarly Greek
and Latin annotations by Ottaviano Ferrari (1518-1586),
his autograph at head of title, and occasionally a slightly
earlier Italian hand; with the supplemental gathering
added, printed later and often missing, densely annotated by a knowledgeable late sixteenth-century Italian
philologist; Ferrari’s autograph on title, early shelfmark
and late sixteenth-century owner’s annotation confirming the notes were by Ferrari and the volume was purchased from Cesare Rovida’s heirs; later table of contents on front fly verso; bibliographical inscriptions
(inaccurate) on front pastedown.

Item 7

pasted by Aldus at foot of f. 100v (kkxv) to supply a
missing line, like the copy of George III in BL and very
few others. The colophon also bears the corrected variant, as in BL Cracherode copy. Gathering *8, originally missing in many copies of the edition, was integrated here by a scrupulous later owner. It consists of a
fragment from the tenth book of the History of Animals, which was added by Aldus at the very last moment, so it was not included in earlier pressrun.

The third volume from a series of five comprising the
celebrated collected edition of Aristotle published by
Aldus Manutius between 1495 and 1498. The first two
sets of Aldine Greek Type 1 cut by Francesco Griffo appeared in this edition. This tome comprises nineteen
treatises of Aristotle, manly focused on animals, plus
five commentaries by his pupil Theophrastus on fish,
dizziness, tiredness, smell and sweat. Arguably, no other thinker in history has been more influential than
Aristotle. His detailed and comprehensive studies in
zoology, forming about a quarter of his surviving
works, provided the most complete account on the animal world until the sixteenth century and, in many
respects, up to the Enlightenment.

The present copy is entirely annotated, mostly by the
Milanese scholar Ottaviano Ferrari (1518-1586). Ferrari read humanities at the Canobian schools in Milan
and, for a short time, taught logic at the University of
Pavia. He was a close friend of Giulio Poggiani, Jacopo
Bonfadio and Aldus’s son, Paolo Manuzio. De disciplina Encyclio was his most appreciated work, published in 1560 by the Aldine press under Paolo’s management. It was a valuable introduction to Aristotelian
philosophy. His important Greek manuscripts which
he carefully collected are mostly in the Ambrosiana
Library of Milan. As a proof of his respect for Aristotle’s teachings, his medallion portrait (about 1560)
shows the Greek philosopher on its verso. Ferrari declared himself as a passionate student of medicine too,
an interest which was certainly the reason for him to
dwell so much on this mainly naturalistic book within
the Aristotelian corpus. His annotations are dense and
incredibly learned. He went over and over the volume,
using three different inks and writing sometimes quick
and large, sometimes minute and precise. Yet, the habit of recording in the margins and over the lines the

This copy extraordinarily retains the original strip
Item 7
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internal page numbers treating of similar subjects remains consistent over the years of his intensive study.
Along with etymological notes on animals’ names, Ferrari made continuous reference to major and minor
works by Aristotle, their Greek and Arabic commentaries, as well as an impressive list of authorities, such
as Plato, Herodotus, Plutarch, Aratus, Hippocrates and
Galen, Pliny, Varro, Lucretius, Cicero, Vitruvius and
even Thomas Aquinas and Albert Magnus. Nor are absent mentions of early modern scholars, like Joseph
Scaliger, Denis Lambin, Lodovico de Varthema, Robert
Estienne, Ippolito Salviani, Pierre Belon, Piero Vettori,
Bessarion and Niccolò Leoniceno. Here and there, one
can find quotations from Theodorus Gaza’s Latin
translation of these zoological treatises; finally, there
are occasional textual emendations (for instance, f.
164r), referring to a manuscript owned by Ferrari and
another by Giovanni Battista Rasario (1517-1578), a
renowned Aristotelian commentator and professor of
Greek in Padua and Venice.

Item 7

title, it was sold by Rovida’s heirs to another Italian
collector, who checked and certified that the annotations were truly by Ferrari.
The annotations over the tenth book of History of animals in the last gathering are also very interesting.
They record numerous textual variations and commented on early authorities mentioning the text (now
thought to be a spurious later addition). They were
written in a very neat hand by a late sixteenth-century
Italian scholar in Latin, Greek and Italian. It is a pity
they were not signed. On verso of the last leaf, the annotator reported the abbreviations of the many codices
he used in his philological work. One of them is said to
be formerly owned by Christophe de Longeuil (died in
1522) and then Lazzaro Bonamico (died in 1552). Only
few Aristotelian students, for example of the calibre of
Piero Vettori (1499-1585), were able to display such
knowledge and elegant handwriting in their marginalia.

Upon Ferrari’s death, this copy was acquired by
Cesare Rovida (c.1559-1591/4), remarkably as one of
his many Greek manuscripts. A pupil of Ferrari,
Rovida was a bibliophile and professor of medicine in
Pavia. He also commented on Aristotle and Ptolomeus,
though he failed to publish his works. Because of their
extraordinary value, the Ferrari-Rovida codices were
purchased by Cardinal Federico Borromeo in 1606 and
became one of the founding nuclei of the Ambrosiana
Library (see, for instance, MS H 50 sup., with De anima and ancient commentaries, as described in MartiniBassi, n. 435). Yet, this interesting Aldine copy of Aristotle’s naturalistic treatises has followed a different
path. As we learn from the lower inscription on the

BMC, V, 555-556; GW, 2334; Goff, A-959; Hain, 1657;
Renouard, 11:2.
Item 7
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AN INVALUABLE SOURCE FOR SOCIAL
HISTORIANS
ATHENAEUS
Deipnosophistae (with) Dipnosophistarum sive Coenae
sapientum libri XV
Venice, Aldus Manutius & Andrea Torresani (with) Andreas Arrivabenus, 1514 (with) 1556
£29,500
FIRST EDITIONS, folio, pp. [xxxx] 192 [i]; [vi] 288
[xii]. First: Greek letter, title text in the shape of a Martini glass, Aldine dolphin and anchor device on t-p and
verso of last, some oil spots. Light waterstain to head of
first couple of gatherings and to lower outer corner of
last, 2 ll somewhat oxydised, else clean and good. Second: Italic letter, double column. Woodcut to t-p of Rebecca with Jesus at the well, floriated initials. Insignificant waterstain to blank upper outer corner of a few
quires, a few ll slightly oxydised. A very good copy in
C17 mottled sheep, upper joint cracked at head. Spine
gilt in compartments, natural morocco lettering piece,
edges speckled red. Illegible C17 ownership inscription
to pastedown.
Probably the only copy combining the Editio Princeps
with the first Latin edition. Written in Rome in the early 2nd century, the work provides a unique insight into
the moneyed classes during the Hellenistic literary
world of the Roman Empire. “A vast variety of erudition has been preserved by Athenaeus of Naucratis,
who lived at Rome under Commodus and his successors. His comprehensive work 'Doctors at Dinner' originally consisted of thirty books. It was abridged into
fifteen, and it is this abridgement that has survived in
an incomplete form in a single ms. The scene is laid at
the house of the Roman
Item 8
pontiff Larentius, and
all kinds of accomplishments - grammar, poetry, rhetoric, music,
philosophy and medicine - are represented
among the many interlocutors. It is an encyclopaedia under the
disguise of a dialogue.
Food and drink, cups
and cookery, stories of
famous
banquets,
scandalous anecdotes,
specimens of ancient
riddles and drinking
songs and disquisitons
on instruments of music are only part of the
miscellaneous
fare
which is here provided.

Item 8

We are indebted to the quotations in Athenaeus for our
knowledge of passages from about 700 ancient writers
who would otherwise be unknown to us, and, in particular, for the preservation of the greater part of the extant remains of the Middle and the New Attic comedy.”
Sandys I:337. An important source of Classical Greek
recipes, including the original text of the oldest recipe
by a named author, Mithaecus, in any language, it also
describes in detail different kinds of wine, categorizing
them by place and origin and compares their characteristics, properties and effects. Sexual mores constitute another conversational focus, with pederasty discussed without restraint, including details of boylovers famed for their beauty and skill. In addition
come insights into music, literary gossip and philology,
as well as the stories behind the creation of many artworks and amusing stories. An invaluable resource for
social historians. Originating from Naucratis in Egypt,
Athenaeus was a Greek rhetorician and grammarian,
who flourished at the end of the 2nd and beginning of
the 3rd C. Deipnosophistae is his only extant work,
though he mentions other works on the history of the
Syrian kings and on fish.
Renouard 67:4 (‘fort rare’); BM STC It., 60; Adams, A
2096; Hoffman, I, 394; Vicaire, 50 (‘elle est magnifiquement exécutée’; Simon, 58; Brunet, I, 535 (‘rare et assez
recherchée’); Dibdin, I, 331; Graesse, I, 244; Bitting, 18.
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Item 9

AUSONIUS, Decimus Magnus
[Opera]
Venice, In Aedibus Aldi et Andreae
Soceri, November 1517
£3,500
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. ff. 107 [i].
Italic letter. Aldine device on t-p and
last. Very faint occasional waterstains,
sm. marginal piece missing from f. 18
(no loss). A very good, crisp copy vellum
over boards, C16.
First and only Aldine edition of Ausonius’ work, edited by Girolamo Avanzi,
member of the Aldine Academy. In his
dedication to Cardinal Marco Cornaro,
Avanzi praises the activity of Torresani.
Tutor to Gratian, son of the emperor
Valentinian I, Ausonius (c.310-393 AD)
was successively appointed prefect of
several foreign provinces and finally
consul in 379. He ‘wrote a great deal of
verse in a variety of metres, showing
great technical ability. There are over a
hundred epigrams, some of which are in
Greek. He seems to have written on any
theme that presented itself, such as the
names of the days and months, or the
properties of the number three. He par-

ticularly delighted in verse catalogues:
the professors of Burdigala [i.e. Bordeaux, his native town], the famous cities of the world, the Twelve Caesars, the
Seven Sages. [...] His more important
and interesting poems are the
‘Ephemeris’ (‘a day’s events’), a description of a normal day in his life, his waking, talking with his servants, and so
on; and the ‘Mosella’, a long hexameter
poem describing in considerable detail
the beauties of the river Moselle and the
life that goes on around it.’ [Oxford
Companion to Classical Literature], in
particular the area’s wines. All are included in this lovely pocket Aldine.
BM STC It.,64; Adams, A 2278; Renouard, 80:7; Dibdin, I, 345 (‘Copies of
this Aldine edition [...] are esteemed by
the curious’).
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BEMBO, Pietro
Historiae Venetae libri XII
Venice, Aldus’ sons [and Gualterio Scoto], 1551
£3,250
FIRST EDITION. Folio, ff. [4], 203, [1]. Neat Roman
letter on thick paper; detailed historiated initials, large
device of Gualtiero Scoto (with embracing Mercury and
Athena) on title and Aldine on verso of final leaf. A perfect, wide-margined copy in elegant crushed dark olive
morocco by W. Pratt; gilt panel with flower at each corner, title, editorial data and floral decoration gilt on
spine; a.e.g.; very lightly rubbed at head and tail; on
front pastedown, bookseller's ticket of Thomas Beet and
modern bookplate of T. Farmer Bailey; small Selbourne
Library stamp at foot of title verso and f. 51r; a few faint
early marginalia.
First edition of this important history of Renaissance
Venice from 1487 to 1513, beautifully printed by Paolo
Manuzio and his brothers. Scion of a Venetian noble
family, Pietro Bembo (1470-1547) was by far the leading scholar of the early sixteenth-century Italy. A student of Constantine Lascaris and collaborator of Aldus
(the famous Aldine font Bembo was named after him),
he was patronised by the most illustrious families of
the peninsula, such as the Este, Montefeltro and De’
Medici. All his poems, letters and essays encountered
enviably long-lasting success. Among many other contemporary linguistic treatises, his Prose della volgar
lingua was the one to establish the Italian vernacular
as a literary language based on the three glorious
‘crowns’ of the past, i.e. Dante, Boccaccio and especial-

Item 10

ly Petrarch. In recognition of his extraordinary merits,
he was appointed cardinal by Paul III Farnese in 1539.
In Rome, he spent the last years of his life.
In 1530, the Venetian Senate entrusted him with the
care of its priceless library in St Mark’s and the compilation of the official chronicle of the city. Taking further the work of his predecessor, Bembo described in
his distinctively polished Latin the events occurring
between 1487 and 1513. He drew extensively upon the
diaries of his compatriot Marin Sanudo (1466-1535),
who, quite ironically, had been the main competitor of
Bembo in the race for the position of official historian
of the Republic. Published posthumously, the Historiae
were immediately pirated in Paris in the 1551, while
the following year appeared Bembo’s own Italian
translation. In contrast to Renouard’ and Clough’s account, one should consider this princeps as a jointedition between Aldus’ heirs and (as it is apparent
from this copy) the Venetian publisher Gualterio Scoto.
Scoto was the one to carry out also the 1552 Italian
edition. Book six is particularly remarkable, as it contains a detailed overview of Colombus’ discovery of the
New World and the Portuguese navigators’ expeditions
to the East.

Item 10

BM STC It., 80; Adams, B 597; Brunet, I, 767; Graesse,
I, 333; Renouard, 152:17 (‘Belle edition ... peu commune’); Clough, ‘Pietro Bembo’s L’Histoire du Noveau
Monde’, British Library Journal, VI, 1978, pp. 8-21;
Alden, 551/8; Sabin, 4619.
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BESSARION, Cardinal Johannes
In calumniatorem Platonis [etc.]
Venice, in aed. Aldi et Andreae Soceri, 1516
£15,000
Folio. ff. [viii], 116, 55, [1]. Roman letter, some Greek.
Two parts in one, FIRST EDITION of second. Separate t
-p to each with printer’s anchor and dolphin device, repeated on verso of last; very slight soiling to first t-p,
two very small repairs to blank verso of final leaf of first
part touching a handful of letters on recto, lower outer
blank corner of final leaf restored. A very good clean,
well margined copy in contemporary limp vellum remains of ties, ‘50’ in contemporary hand at foot of title
page, several early ms. case-marks to inside upper cover. A very handsome volume in its original binding.
Part I comprises the second much expanded Aldine edition of Bessarion’s great defence of Plato and Platonism, written in response to the translation of the
‘Laws’ by George of Trebizond who had taken advantage of its publication to print a sharp criticism of
Plato and exalt Aristotle. Bessarion, one of the great
humanists and Hellenists of the mid-C15 had studied
philosophy under Gemistus Pletho and imbibed from
him a love of Plato, happily shorn of Gemistius’ hatred
of Aristotle. Bessarion rather advocated a synthesis of
the two systems of learning, perceiving and appreciating their many points of contact and in the present
work (ch. 5) demolishes Trebizond’s attack by the simple device of enumerating verbatim all the errors of his
translation and faults in his commentaries. The second
part of the present work, here printed for the first time,
comprises Bessarion’s own translation of Aristotle's
Metaphysics and book one of those of Themistius.

Item 11

It is said that Bessarion, the greatest scholar, statesman, diplomat, ecclesiastic of his age, had three aims
in life: the reunion of the Latin and Eastern Church, the
rescue of Greece from Muslim occupation and the triumph of classical literature and poetry, especially the
Greek. He succeeded temporarily in the first, partially
in the second , and beyond all expectation in the third paving the way for the great revival that was to follow.
In between his many extraordinary labours in the public field, organizing crusades, restoring the City and
University of Bologna, dominating great international
councils, he became patron of the very first Renaissance Accademia (actually founded in his house) and
amassed an extraordinary library of more than eight
hundred codices of ancient Greek ms. - which he gave
to form the basis of the Marciana in Venice.
BM STC It., 90; Renouard, 76:4. Brunet, I, 827 (‘Edition
plus ample mais moins rare que la précédente’).
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surname claiming to be affiliated with the noble Italian
family of Della Scala. His most famous work was the
Isolario, accomplished a few year before his death.

FIRST ACCOUNT OF PIZARRO IN PERU
BORDONE, Benedetto

It consist of a broad illustrated survey of the world’s
islands and peninsulas as they were known in the early
sixteenth century, including learned mythical and hisVenice, [Paolo Manuzio for?] Federico Torresani, 1547
torical remarks, drawn especially from Greek and Ro£20,000
man authorities. The book opens with Bordone’s dedication to his nephew, who had travelled the world on
Folio, ff. [10], 74. Roman letter; title in black and red
board the Venetian and Spanish fleets, probably acting
with printer’s device within elegant floral border with
as a military physician. Isolario is an intriguing mix of
dolphins; few decorated and historiated initials; 120
pioneering intuition and folkloristic belief. In it, Borwoodcut maps, of which two full-page, eight doubledone provides the first printed map of Japan, as an
page, one printed upside-down at f. xliir; tiny minor
island named ‘Ciampagu’, and
worm hole to title and first two
the earliest depiction of the
leaves, a few spots at head of
globe as an oval (this was later
first double-page map, light wadeveloped by Karl Mollweide
ter stain towards outer margin
into the model familiar to us).
of one leaf. A very good, wellThe final Copia delle Lettere de
margined copy in early pastePerfetto della India la Nova
board; all edges mottled; two
Spagna detta alla Cesarea
early ms shelf marks to title and
Maesta rescritte offers the earprice
inscription
to
rear
liest printed account of Pizpastedown.
zarro’s arrival in Peru and it is
Third, most correct and comnot included in the princeps.
plete edition of this curious and
Twelve of the illustrations reinformative atlas of islands,
late to America, including a
first published in Venice in
rather distorted New World
1528. This is the first and only
with the Northern portion of
Aldine edition, issued at the exSouth America and the North
pense of Federico Torresani,
America as a huge island
Aldus’s brother-in-law and
named as ‘Land of the worker’
younger son of Aldus’s partner
– probably hinting at the
Andrea Torresani. Despite not
growing slave trading in the
being presented as a product of
area. Alongside the maps of
Item 12
the main branch of the Aldine
Western Europe, Eastern Medipress, it retains the accuracy
terranean Sea, British Isles and
and the typically elegant layout
Sicily, Bordone also drew deof the familial output. Unusualtailed plans of Venice and some
ly for Aldine books, it also enof its lagoon islands, as well as
riched by numerous illustraof the lavish capital city of the
tions taken directly from the
Aztec empire (Tenochtitlan,
blocks used in the first edition,
modern Mexico City) before
but appear particularly bright
Cortez razed it to the ground in
and neat in this copy. It may
1521. Finally, one can find
well be one of the last collabosketchy depictions of: the Carations between Federico and
naries; Madagascar and ZanziAldus’s main heir, Paolo, who
bar; Java and Sumatra (as
remained in touch with his un‘Iava
minore’);
Ceylon
cle even after the family quarrel
(‘Taprobana’); Cuba, Guadaand the consequent split of the partnership between the
lupe, Jamaica, Venezuela and Brazil; Thailanda, misManuzio and the Torresani about 1540.
takenly thought to be an island called Lochac. Far east,
Bordone includes, for the first time in print, two legBenedetto Bordone (c.1460-1530) was an eclectic Italendary isles, one exclusively inhabited by women
ian artist of the Venetian Renaissance. Born in Padua,
(‘Imangla’), the other by men (‘Inebila’).
he was a skilled miniaturist, editor and cartographer.
He is very likely to be the artist behind the exquisite
Not in Brunet or Graesse. BM STC It., 120; Adams, B
and ground-breaking illustrations of the Aldine Hyp2485; Renouard, 141:9; Mortimer It., 82; Harrisse, 221;
nerotomachia. One of his two sons was the famous
Phillips 164; Alden, 547/2; Sabin, 6421.
scholar Giulio Cesare Scaligero, who later made up his
Isolario
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Gaul, including a catalogue
of places visited by Caesar;
fragments of speeches and
De Analogia collected by
Italian scholar Fulvio Orsini; fragments about Caesar
from, among others, Pliny,
Cicero and Tacitus; Eutropius' epitome on 'Gallic
Wars' taken from Suetonius; a commentary and
Scholia compiled by the
editor; a line-by-line analysis of different readings of
the text, and a comprehensive index. The woodcuts
were newly cut for this ediItem 13
tion. Despite Caesar’s status as one of the most illustrious men, only a handful of his extensive writings
survive and these unedited and unfinished. He wanted
them destroyed on his death but fortunately his secretary disobeyed. Caesar was anxious to record his successful campaigns in Gaul from 58 to 52 B.C., including
the less successful invasion of Britain. To answer those
who accused him of personal ambition, he wished to
appear as a straightforward soldier, fighting wars
that were essential to Rome. His first-hand account of
the Gallic Wars is a crucial source for the history of
Britain and Germany, as well as Gaul. Books I-VII
were probably written year by year, when events were
fresh in his mind. Book VII ends with the defeat of Vercingetorix and Aulus Hirtius, Caesar’s lieutenant in
Gaul, took up the narrative relating to the ensuing uprisings and the beginnings of Caesar’s disputes with
the authorities in Rome. A bald, uncorrected, incomplete narrative of events, Caesar’s accounts of his campaigns are still one of the world’s greatest military histories, penned by one of the greatest generals.

CAESAR, Gaius Julius
Commentarij ab Aldo Manutio Paulli f. Aldi n. emendati et scholijs illustrati
Venice, apud Aldum [the Younger], 1575
£1,850
8vo. pp. [ccxlviii], 676, [cclxxii], two folding woodcut
plates, complete with blanks. Italic letter, some Roman
and Greek. Woodcut medallion portrait of Aldus Manutius on title page, imperial arms incorporating printer's
device on verso, floriated and grotesque woodcut initials, head and tail-pieces, typographical ornaments, 6
full-page framed woodcuts illustrating text, 12 half-page
of animals and war machines, two diagrams, doublepage folding maps of Gaul and Spain, occasional marginal notes in a contemporary hand. Light age yellowing, very light marginal spotting in places, occasional
minor mostly marginal waterstaining, small hole to
blank outer margin of t-p, tiny worm trail in lower blank
margin over two quires, ink stains to fly. A good copy,
crisp and clean, in contemporary limp vellum, remains
of ties, early ms. press mark at head of spine.

Excellent edition of Caesar's 'Gallic Wars' edited by
Aldus the Younger, combining numerous related fragments with Paulus Manutius’ lengthy scholarly commentaries. It is one of the very few extensively illustrated productions of the Aldine press, featuring annotated diagrams of scenes from Caesar's most famous
military operations, including the construction of the
siege terrace at Avaricum, the dam at Uxellodunum,
and the brick tower at Massilia, newly cut for this edition. The text also comprises passages on Caesar's
bridge across the Rhine excerpted from various authors, including Cardanus, Guillaume Budé and Leon
Battista Alberti; lists of the Latin and vernacular
names of Belgian, German, Celtic and Spanish key cities and individuals; a commentary on the divisions of

BM STC It., 135; Renouard, 224:16 (‘effectivement les

Item 13
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gravures en bois de ce volume sont neuves, et valent
mieux que celles des éditions précédentes’); Adams, C
63. Not in Brunet.
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CASTIGLIONE, Baldassare
Libro del cortegiano
Venice, figliuoli di Aldi, 1547

14

£1,950

CAMPANUS, Johannes Antonius

8vo, ff. [5], 195, [8]. Italic letter; large Aldine device on
title and verso of last leaf, within fine border with cornucopiae, cupids and mask; a few leaves a bit yellowed
(tp formerly lightly coloured), similar spots on upper
corner of first gathering. A good copy in contemporary
limp vellum with yapped edge; remains
of original ties.

Omnia Opera
Venice, Andrea Torresano, [s.d. 1502]
£3,950
Folio. ff. 118, [vi], 84, [2], 58, [iv], 26,
[i]. Roman letter; some light marginal
spotting, slight marginal waterstaining
to one or two quires, not affecting text.
A very good, clean, well- margined
copy in C16 vellum over boards.

The most refined and complete edition
by the Aldine press. The Cortegiano was
a masterpiece of the Italian Renaissance, depicting with unsurpassed abilSecond edition of the collected works
ity life at the most elegant of European
of Johannes Antonius Campanus
courts, Urbino under Duke Guidobaldo
(Giovanni Antonio Campano; c. 1429da Montefeltro. It is the first guide to
1477). Churchman, humanist and orasuccessful courtly life in early modern
tor, Campanus led a varied career
times. Abandoning the medieval topos of
which took him to appointments in
the valorous knight in battle and love,
Naples and Perugia (as a teacher of
the Renaissance gentleman was depictrhetoric), before his election as Bishop
ed as free-born, well educated in Latin
of Crotone in 1463. From 1472-74 he
and Greek and skilled in conversation,
was Papal Governor of Todi. A promisport and political matters, in both war
nent figure of the day, Campanus was
and peace. The author was affirmed the
the subject of a Latin epitaph by
role of humanist men of letters within
Item 14
Poliziano. The present edition reprothe new forms of patronage following
duces the introduction by Michael Ferthe political development of Italy. The
nus from the first, Roman edition of
book had an impressive and persistent
1495.
influence throughout Europe, including
Elizabethan England with the translaThe essays in the present volume
tion of Thomas Hoby in 1561. A nobledemonstrate Campanus' rhetorical
man, diplomat and acclaimed author,
and theological expertise to the full,
Castiglione (1478-1529) stuck very well
and are comprehensively indexed.
to his ideal. He spent his life writing and
They include orations on the Holy
serving the ducal families of Gonzaga
Spirit and St. Stephan; we are not told
and Montefeltro, as well as the Medici
the occasions on which these were depope Clement VII. This pocketsize edilivered - if, indeed, they were anything
tion was printed with the famous italic
more than exercises in composition.
font. It provides a correct text revised
Other instructive essays include 'De
from the original manuscripts and indignitate matrimonii' and 'Contra Turcludes, for the first time, three final inchos ad principes Germanos'; biogdexes. Along with the remarkable subraphies of Thomas Aquinas, Pope Pius
jects, one can find here a short list of the
and Archbishop John of Benevento
virtues required by exemplar courtiers and ladies.
also appear. The present volume is, however, dominatAmong the traditional feminine attributes, smartness,
ed by a lengthier biographic work, Campanus' six book
affability with men and knowledge of letters were
life of the famous condottiero Andrea Braccio
strongly encouraged. As for the perfect gentleman, he
Fortebracci, conte di Montone (1368-1424), who was
should be fluent in foreign languages, like Spanish and
fatally wounded by his fellow soldier of fortune FranFrench.
cesco Sforza near L'Aquila, northeast of Rome. The
work concludes with eight book of Latin epigrams, on
‘Cette edition très jolie, revue avec soin, et la première
religious and secular subjects.
qui ait un Index, me semble la meilleure quel les Alde
aient donnée de ce livre …’ Renouard, p. 140.
BM STC It., 141; Adams, C 471; Goff, C-74; Renouard,
292:2 (1502).
BM STC It., 156; Adams, C 933; Renouard, 139:1.
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CATULLUS, Gaius Valerius
Catullus et in eum commentaries M. Antonii Mureti
Venice, Paulus Manutius Aldus, 1554
£2,750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. [iv], 134, [ii]. Italic letter, occasional Roman and Greek. Anchor device on title and
verso of final leaf. A little light marginal foxing, a very
good, clean copy in contemporary Italian limp vellum,
title in brown on spine, gauffered edges (a little scuffed,
lacking ties). Contemporary autograph of Vincenti
Mariae Frosini of Pistoia in blank margins at bottom of
title above early monogram 'TF' in blank portion of lower margin, contemporary price on fly.
First edition of Marc-Antoine Muret's commentary on
Catullus. Muret (1526-1585) was a noted French humanist and all-round Renaissance man, being a jurist,
theologian, philosopher and poet; counting among his
pupils the young Montaigne; his reputation as a lecturer was so great that even Henri II and Catherine de
Medicis came to hear him. Muret spent much of his life
wandering, in France initially - from Bordeaux to Paris to Toulouse - and then in Italy, from Venice to Padua
and Rome. This was partly due to dogged allegations
of homosexuality which followed him and led to brief
imprisonment in Châtelet at Paris and his eventual
condemnation to death in Tolouse in the early 1550s,
prompting his flight to Italy.

Item 16

learned community. One of his first contacts there was
Paulus Manutius, and this is his first work produced in
Italy, a scholarly and detailed commentary on the poems of Catullus, indulging in a depth of detail and level
of criticism that shows it is aimed for the scholarly
reader. Catullus was the "greatest lyric poet of Rome",
and Cornelius Nepos considered him one of the "two
greatest poets of his own time". His poems consist of
116 pieces, varying in length from 2 to 408 lines, but
mostly short and written in the lyric, iambic or elegiac
metre. They give the reader a vivid impression of the
poet's life, as well as serving as a useful mirror to Roman society in the years before the Second Civil War.
Some of the poems deal with the varying stages of his
love affair with 'Lesbia', really Clodia, the notorious
sister of Publius Clodius Pulcher, who was in the habit
of seducing young men and then putting them aside
once she had tired of them.

In Venice, he was well received and embraced by the
Item 16

BM STC It., 161; Adams, C1145; Renouard, 162:19;
Brunet, I, 1682.
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Catechismus ad parochos
Rome, Paolo Manuzio, 1566
£6,250
FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. [4], 359, [13]; Roman letter,
little italic; large printer’s device on title, one large
white-on-black decorated initial; marginal foxing, a few
leaves a bit browned. A good, wide-margined copy in
calf c.1700, gilt title on spine, gilt floral decorations to
spine and borders, all edges gilt; original pastedowns
from charming papier dominoté with flowers and fruits,
partially hand-coloured; slightly rubbed corner, tail,
head and edge gilt; on title, partially erased and altered
contemporary ms ex libris ‘Collegii Romani Societatis
Iesu’ with class mark, trimmed early seventeenthcentury inscription at head, early ms ‘D.A.S’ to foot;
occasional numbering, notabilia and corrections to text
in seventeenth-century hand.
First edition of the official Catechism of the Catholic
Church following the decrees of the Council of Trent. It
is an instructive guide to either learn or teach the foundations of Catholicism, based on the Apostles' Creed,
the Decalogue and the Lord's Prayer. It is not, however, a mere set of questions and responses but a lengthy
treatise on most aspects of the Catholic faith for the
benefit of the clergy rather than the laity; it is addressed to parish priests, whose religious education
was often faulty and poor.

Item 17

This editio princeps is an important specimen of the
Aldine press’s output, since it was published by Paolo
Manuzio during his stay in Rome as the first official
papal printer in history. Pius IV established this pioneering papal press in 1561, but its onerous expenses
were soon laid on the Roman Commune. This is why
the device on title has the symbols of the city of Rome,
the coat of arms of the Commune with the famous motto SPQR and, at foot, the small Aldine dolphin twisted
on an anchor with Paolo Manuzio’s initials at sides.
Renouard, Brunet and Graesse noticed that two different, equally valuable issues were carried out, but their
order of appearance has not been established.
This is a copy from the Jesuit College of Rome. Founded in 1551 by St Ignatius of Loyola, such an epochmaking institution contributed significantly to forming
the Italian and European Catholic ruling class for centuries. Here, the Jesuits developed their famous forward-looking study plan (Ratio studiorum) centred on
Latin and Greek, philosophy, theology and maths; several similar colleges were successfully established by
that order throughout the continent. Its massive library, comprising some very important historical bequests, was incorporated into the Italian National Library in Rome following the end of Papal rule over the
city in 1870.
BM STC It., 679; Adams, C 1056; Brunet, I, 1657;
Graesse, II, 77; Renouard, 200:5; Bellinger, 1.
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part and whose missing fragments are designated
multa desunt throughout: “On the Nature of the Gods”,
“On Divination”, “On Destiny”, the six surviving books
of “The Dream of Scipio”, the famous dialogue “On the
Laws”, a commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, and a treatise “On Running for Consul”. The first two works were
hugely influential from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment - Voltaire regarded De Natura Deorum as ‘the
best book of all antiquity’ - offering detailed accounts
of Epicurian, Stoic, Academic and Sceptical philosophies, as well as a critical approach to types of divination common in pagan theology. A continued discussion of omens, lots, dreams, and divination in De Divinatione influenced the writings of sceptics into the 18th
century. The sixth book of Cicero’s De re publica, also
known as Somnium Scipionis, offers a comprehensive
view of Roman cosmology in the form of a dream vision. In it, Scipio is visited by his dead grandfather and
shown the heavens, the Milky Way, the earth’s atmosphere, and its insignificant size in comparison to the
rest of the universe. It is the earliest known mention of
the Wheel of Fortune (rota fortunae), which along with
the planetary spheres enjoyed such popularity
throughout the middle ages and gave rise to many
beautiful illustrations. De Legibus was written in the
final years of the Republic before Caesar assumed
power, and discusses the foundations of Natural Law.
The concluding treatise advises electioneering for
Counsulship, and claims to be written for Marcus Tullius Cicero by his brother, Quintus, but its authenticity
is contested.
‘Ces deux volumes complètent l’ancien Cicéron donné
avant Paul Manuce, soit qu’on veuille le former absolument des premières éditiones, soit qu’on y admette
les secondes ou les troisièmes, données justqu’en 1522.
Au reste, toutes sont tellement rares, que l’on n’a guère
la faculté de choisir, et qu’il faut prendre celles qu’on
recontre, si l’on veut parvenir á se complèter mème
dans le cours de beaucoup d’années: d’ailleurs leur réunion ne forme nullement disparate.’ Renouard, p. 97.

CICERO
Secundo volumine haec continentur...de natura Deorum libri III...etc
Venice, Aldus and Andrea Torresani, 1523
£2,450
8vo, ff. 214, [2]. Roman and Italic letter, Aldine device
on title and verso of last; couple of little splashes at head
of first few ll. A good clean and well-margined copy in
contemporary russet deerskin, remains of clasps,
boards blind-tooled with border of repeated initial ‘A’s,
urns, triple-ruled frames and florets to corners, a central elaborate floral panel typical of Lower-German
bindings in the first quarter of sixteenth-century (Foot,
A Collection of Bookbindings, II, nos 325, 329 (an Aldine), 332); cords exposed on spine, leather partially
torn away at tail, compartments ruled and roll-stamped
to pattern as covers, gauffered edges gilt. On pastedown
and title, ex libris of George Vasbachs, presumably the
founder of the family chapel in Kirchhundem in 1667;
sixteenth-century inscription of Arnold von Vitringen
beneath; contemporary inked over ex libris of Joannis
Georgii V? beside device.

BM STC It, 175; Adams, C 1741 (vol I. only); Brunet, II,
15; Thorndike, VI, 503; Renouard, 97:5.
Item 18

FIRST ALDINE EDITION edited by Gian Francesco
Torresani and containing seven of Cicero’s philosophical and political works, many of which survive only in
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1100 lines survive, it tells with great charm the familiar story of Proserpine's abduction by Pluto. Mythological episodes are frequent in the poetry of Claudian,
who remained attached to the old pagan religion. The
finely executed binding (see Henry Davis Gift II, nos
140, 144) was probably made in London in the opening
years of the 18th C.

CLAUDIAN, Claudius
Opera
Venice, in aedibus Aldi & Andreae Asolani Soceri, 1523
£3,500
8vo. ff. 176. Italic
letter. Anchor device
on t-p and last. A fine
copy in high quality
early 18th C crimson
morocco, tooled in
gilt to a double-ruled
panel design, floral
corner
ornaments,
pointille and circle
roll to central panel,
spine gilt in compartments with small
crown stamp, black
morocco
lettering
piece, 2 small paper
library labels. Contemporary marbled
endpapers,
French
curl on wide comb
Item 19
pattern, a.e.g. Lower
outer corners a little worn at edge. Armorial bookplate
of the Earl of Macclesfield on pasted-own, Shirburn
Castle armorial blindstamp at head of first two ll.

BM STC It., 186; Adams, C 2073; Brunet, II, 87;
Graesse, II, 193; Dibdin, I, 468 (‘In fine condition, it is a
rare occurrence’); Renouard, 96:1.

20
DE'MEDICI, Lorenzo
Poesie Volgari
Venice, Figliuoli di Aldo, 1554
£8,750
FIRST EDITION. 8vo. ff. 205, [iii]. Roman and Italic
letter, anchor device to t.p. and verso of last, historiated
woodcut initials. Light age yellowing, very light water
stain towards outer margin, very occasional spot or
mark. Without O5-8 as usual and excluded from the
register, comprising canzoni that were suppressed. A
very good copy, crisp and clean in c1800 vellum, spine
gilt ruled in compartments, olive and red morocco gilt
lettered labels, original gilt and gauffered edges, arms of
Hon George Fortescue blind stamped on upper cover.
FIRST EDITION of the poems and poetic commentary
of Lorenzo de'Medici, some of which are were written
as early as age 17. The sonnets, sestinas, and songs are
almost entirely preoccupied with love for beautiful
women, in a style both imaginative and lively that
strives toward the lyric of Dante and Petrarch. In his
"Comment" on the poems, Medici expounds on life,
love, his philosophical influences, and even current
events that inspired him. For instance, he describes the

First and only Aldine edition of Claudian's works, edited by Aldus himself, in the typical portable format that
characterises many of Aldus' editions of the great Latin
and Greek authors. Claudian (d.c.AD 404) was in fact
the last great Latin poet in the classical tradition. He
was court poet under Honorius, whom he praised in a
number of eulogies and defended in invectives against
his enemies. He also wrote panegyrics of Honorius'
ministers and of his general Stilicho, an epithalamium
and four shorter poItem 19
ems for the marriage
of Stilicho's daughter
to Honorius, and a
number of idylls and
epigrams on a great
variety of subjects (the
Nile, a locust, an electric ray, etc.). Of
these, the best-known
deals with an old man
from Verona and was
translated by the 17th
C poet Abraham Cowley. Claudian finest
work, however, is 'The
Rape of Proserpine'.
Divided
into
four
books, of which only

Item 20
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death of Simonetta Vespucci, "la bella Simonetta" after
his own nickname for the model for Botticelli's Venus,
and its influence over his work: throughout Florence
her early death produced sadness and 'a most ardent
longing for her. And therefore she was taken uncovered from her house to the burial place, and moved all
who crowded around to see her to copious tears'. Poems written later in life are also included in the volume, of a more serious and religious nature: on the
virgin Mary, and the Crucifiction and Resurrection of
Christ.

text, one or two insignificant marginal oil spots, a little
early underlining. A very good, very well-margined copy
in French mottled calf c.1700; slightly worn at corners,
spine gilt, red and green morocco labels, French-curl
patterned marbled endpapers, a.e.r.
Valuable 1549 edition, dedicated to Jean Morvilliers
and translated by Paulus Manutius, of the four Philippics of Demosthenes (384-322 BC), orations made to
rally the Athenians against Philip of Macedon who
was beginning his conquest of Greece. The first (351350BC) centred on the need for
successful resistance for financial
reform of the fund to prepare for
war and for swift action to avoid
defeat. The second (344-343BC)
was a vehement attack against
Philip and his Athenian supporters,
delivered in the wake of the unsatisfactory Peace of Philocrates,
which left Philip's increasing power largely unchecked. Nonetheless,
it errs on the side of caution, perhaps indicative of Demosthenes'
own fear of the King, before whom
he is said to have fainted. The third
(341), the best of Demosthenes' political orations, contrasts the ancient spirit of Athens with her present degeneracy. Having risen by
his oratory to become the most influential politician in Athens, Demosthenes was able to weaken the
pro-Macedonian factions, formulating alliances with other small
states. He demands resolute action
against Philip, a burst of energy
from the Athenian people and the
immediate dispatch of force. The
Item 20 fourth is the subject of controversy,
with Demosthenes' authorship called into doubt, although the sentiment is similar to the third, the style is
different. It has been suggested that the text is descended not from his carefully honed speeches, but from
notes for a spot oration, hence its unusual lack of finesse. Described by Cicero as "the perfect orator" and
extolled as "lex orandi" by Quintilian, Demosthenes has
long been regarded as one of the great minds of the
Classical era, and his works remain a benchmark of
eloquence and erudition. This copy has been the subject
of careful study. We have not been able to find anything further about Kulenkamp, but his autograph appears in a number of other books on various subjects.
He may be a relation of the noted Dutch minister
Gerardus Kulenkamp (1700-1775).

Lorenzo de'Medici ‘The Magnificent’ (1449-1492), scholar, politician, and poet, was the driving
force behind the flourishing culture of 15th century Florence
through his patronage of the arts.
Walter Pater's characterization of
Lorenzo's age with that of Pericles
is perhaps most apt: "It is an age
productive in personalities, many
-sided, centralized, complete.
Here, artists and philosophers
and those whom the action of the
world has elevated and made
keen, do not live in isolation, but
breathe a common air, and catch
light and heat from each other’s
thoughts. There is a spirit of general elevation and enlightenment,
in which all alike communicate."
George Fortescue (1791-1877) son
of the first Earl Fortescue, was
member of Parliament for Hindon, who supported many procatholic bills in parliament. Although little noticed as a collector,
he had a fine library, particularly
of Aldines.
Renouard 162:23 (‘Presque tous les exemplaires sont
multilés de cinq chansons (Canzoni) dans le feuille O’);
Adams, M 1005; Gamba, 648 (‘Raro ... Questa edizione
Aldina fu tenuta in molto pregio’). Not in Gay.

21
DEMOSTHENES

Orationes Quatuor contra Phillipum
Venice, Aldi Filios, 1549
£1,450
4to. 54 ll. Roman letter; title with anchor and dolphin
device surrounded by cornucopiae and cherubs, contemporary ms underlinings, early inscription to t-p
'Double de X.1685' at foot of t-p, autograph '[?] Kulenkamp 1790' to fly, 19th C pencil note beneath. A few
tiny wormholes to last couple of quires, barely touching

BM STC It. 213; Renouard, 146:6 (‘Cette traduction est
élégante et estimée: les exemplaires en sont rares’); Dibdin, 486 (‘This translation is elegant and esteemed’);
Brunet, II, 592 (‘Traduction estimée’). Not in Adams.
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DEMOSTHENES

DIO CASSIUS

Orationes Quatuor contra Phillipum

Caesarum vitae

Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1551

Venice, in aed. Aldi, 1519
£1,350

£2,750

4to. 52 ll. Roman letter; title with anchor and dolphin
device surrounded by cornucopiae and cherubs, early
ms underlinings and and marginalia in at least two
hands, contemp. 8 line note praising Paulus' translation
on last leaf. Marginal worming to final ll. without affecting text, a little foxing affecting some edges, occasional
light oil splash or minor mark, t-p repaired in gutter.
Generally a good, well-margined copy in modern vellum
over boards. French embossed library stamp, repeated,
to blank outer margin of verso of t-p.

8vo. ff. [viii], 422, [ii]. Italic letter, occasional Greek. Tp with Aldine device on verso of last, also list of contents. Early marginalia and annotations to first part,
later shelf mark on t-p. C20th bookplate of Stelio Valentini on fly. Small damp stain in upper corner of final few
ll. A good, clean,
copy in contemporary limp vellum,
yapp edges. Later
(C18th?) paper label and marbled
paper on spine, remains
of
ties,
stubbs from an early ms. leaf.

Reprint of the valuable 1549 edition dedicated to Jean
Morvilliers of the four Philippics of Demosthenes (384322 BC), orations made to rally the Athenians against
Philip of Macedon who was beginning his conquest of
Greece, translated by Paulus Manutius. The first (351350BC) centred on the need for resistance, financial
reform of the theoric fund in order to adequately prepare for war, acting fast to avoid defeat. The second
(344-343BC) was a vehement attack against Philip and
his Athenian supporters, delivered in the wake of the
unsatisfactory Peace of Philocrates, which saw Philip's
increasing powers for the most part uncombatted.
Nonetheless it errs on the side of caution, perhaps indicative of Demosthenes' own fear of the King, before
whom he is said to have fainted. The third (341) is considered to be the best of Demosthenes' political orations, he contrasts the ancient spirit of Athens with her
present degeneracy. Having risen by his oratory to
become the most influential politician in Athens, Demosthenes was able to weaken the pro-Macedonian
factions within the Athenian political arena, formulating alliances with other small states to increase resistance to Macedon. He demands resolute action
against Philip and called for a burst of energy from the
Athenian people and the immediate dispatch of forces.
The fourth is the subject of some controversy, with Demosthenes' authorship called into doubt, although the
sentiment is similar to the third, the style is different. It
has been suggested that the surviving text is descended
not from his carefully honed speeches, but from notes
for a spot oration, thus explaining its unusual lack of
finesse.

Dio Cassius Cocceianus was a noted
Roman historian
and public servant;
he produced a complete history of
Rome in 80 books,
the fruit of his researches and labours of 22 years.
It embraced a peItem 23
riod of 983 years,
from the arrival of Aeneas and the subsequent founding of Rome, to AD 229. Down to the time of Julius
Caesar, he only gives a brief outline of events; thereafter he enters into
Item 23
more
detail,
though up to the
time of Commodus
he is very circumspect in relating
what passed before
his own eyes. The
present
volume
comprises the lives
of Caesars beginning with Nerva
and Trajan and
ending with Cassius and Numerian
(283 AD). These
are
translations
from the Greek by
the prominent Italian scholar Georgio Merula.

Described by Cicero as "the perfect orator" and extolled as "lex orandi" by Quintilian, Demosthenes has
long been regarded as one of the great minds of the
Classical era, and his works remain a benchmark of
eloquence and erudition.
BM STC It., 213; Renouard, 151:8, 146:6 (‘Cette traduction est élégante et estimée: les exemplaires en sont rares ainsi que ceux de la réimpression de 1551’); Graesse,
II, 359. Not in Dibdin, Adams or Brunet.
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Dio has taken Thucydides for his model but his work is
not comparable with the original, either in arrangement and distribution of materials or in soundness of
view or reasoning. His style though is clear, if full of
elaborate Latinisms. His research however was diligent and thorough and thanks to his many years as a
public servant, he was well acquainted with the public
affairs of the Empire during the period for which he is
a contemporary authority. Dio begins each new year
in the Roman fashion by telling us the names of the
consuls. He also most helpfully details the relationship
between each emperor and the length of the reign. It
also includes historical works by Aelius Spartianus,
Iulius Capitolinus, Lampridius, Flavius Vopiscus, Trebellius Pollio, and Vulcatius Gallicanus translated by
Giovanni Battista Egnatius, ending with a description
of the eruption of Vesuvius, by Dio. A nice copy of a
classic ‘pocket Aldine’.

unusually blunt-looking ruling and cornerpieces on the
diagonal are Dutch (see BL catalogue of bindings
141B17 and 139C16).
BM STC It., 217; Renouard, 181:15; Adams, D 638. Not
in Brunet, Dibdin or Graesse.

BM STC It., 217; Renouard, 87:8 (‘cette édition est un
peu plus ample que la premiere de 1516, ainsi qu’on
peut le voir l’énconé de titre. On y retrouve la meme
préface d’Egnatio à J.Mynut’).

24
DIONYSIUS OF HALICARNASSUS
De Thucydidis Historia Iudicium
Venice, Paolo Manuzio, 1560
£2,500
4to, 94 unnumbered ll. Roman letter, large sections in
Greek. Aldine device on t-p and verso of final leaf, a few
small ink-spots to corner of t-p. Infrequent contemp. ms
underlinings and annotations. Oil stain to last 2 ll not
affecting text. A very good copy in early 18C rich red
morocco gilt, double filleted in gilt à la Duseuil, gilt corner ornaments, spine with gilt flowers in six compartments, gilt detail to board edges, aeg, 19/20C bookplates to front pastedown and fep.

Item 24

First Aldine edition of the most elaborate ancient criticism on the diction and composition of Thucydides.
Dedicated to Nicholas Olacho, Primate of Hungary,
Dionysius' critical treatise on Thucydides discusses
many of the pre-Thucydidean historians in order to
emphasise the originality and genius of his subject.
Since only fragments of those writers' works survive,
Dionysius' brief discussion is an important testimony
for understanding the nature and content of their
works. His account is in fact the most extensive discussion of these essentially lost authors preserved from
antiquity. Both a rhetorician and a historian, Dionysius was keen to explore the myth-history distinction,
thus in his criticism, while acknowledging Thucydides'
status as the father of history he also takes pains to
correct his facts, an undertaking that historically incurred much censure.
The only other examples of bindings employing this
25
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EGNATIUS, Giovanni Battista
De exemplis illustrium virorum Venetae civitatis, atque
aliarum Gentium
Paris, Bernardo Torresani sub Aldina Bibliotheca, 1554
£2,750
16mo, ff. [16], 334, [2], missing final blank. Roman letter; Aldine device on title, few historiated initials; occasional very light foxing to margins, slight yellowing. A
very good copy in contemporary vellum; bookplate of
Allan Heywood Bright on front pastedown.
Second edition of this curious collection of exemplary
episodes, issued in Paris some months after the princeps of Venice the same year. Giovanni Battista Cipelli
(1478-1553), better known by his humanist nickname
Egnatius, was a prominent scholar in Renaissance
Venice and a trusted collaborator of Aldus Manutius.
Very knowledgeable in Latin and Greek, he taught in
the School of St Marcus and was appointed official orator of the Venetian Republic. On account of his philological, editorial and teaching skills, he was held in
high esteem by Pietro Bembo, Marco Musuro, Marco
Antonio Sabellico and even Wilibald Pirckheimer and
Erasmus. His most successful work was De Caesaribus, a learned overview of the lives of the Roman, Byzantine, Frankish and German emperors, up to Maximilian I of Augsburg. An extract of the second book
circulated independently as an essay on the origins of
the Turks. Following the model of Valerius Maximus,
Egnatius assembled a vast number of edifying stories
from the lives of Venetians and other illustrious personalities of the past and present. It is divided into nine
books and each of the numerous chapters is devoted to
a topic (either virtue or vice). Book 8 includes a note on
the invention of printing (f. 300rv) and a praise of Columbus (f. 301v). Muslims and Ottomans are also frequently mentioned, with several examples drawn espe-

Item 25

cially from the life of Saladin (ff. 172r, 237rv, 242v,
265v, 326r). ). The work was published posthumously
by Marco Molin, the son of Egnatius’s heir and friend.
This is a copy of the first of the eighteen books published in Paris by Bernardo Torresani on behalf of the
Aldine Press over the 1550s and 1560s. Bernardo was
the grandson of Andrea Torresani, father-in-law and
business partner of Aldus Manutius. The Aldine enterprise tried several times to set up a branch or at least
have a trusted dealer in Paris, but the attempts were
all quite short-lasting and little fruitful.
BM STC It., 231 (under variants of the Venetian edition); Adams, E 82; Renouard, 295:1. Not in Alden.

Item 25

26
EPISTOLAE GRAECAE
Epistolae diversorum philosophorum
Venice, Aldus Manutius, March 1499
£35,000
EDITIO PRINCEPS. 4to. Two vols in one, part two
bound before part one. 1) 138 unnumbered leaves. α-ε8,
ζ-η6, θ–ρ8, σ6. lacking blank σ6; 2) 266 unnumbered
leaves. +6, α–ς12, ζ-η8, θ10, ι–τ8, ττ6, υ–ω, Α–Γ8, Δ4.
lacking blank ζ8. Greek letter, some Roman. Capital
spaces with guide-letters, bookplate of the Bibliotheca
Philosophica Hermetica, on front pastedown. Title of
vol II fractionally dusty, very occasional very minor
thumb mark. Fine copies of both vols, crisp and clean,
26
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on thick high quality paper with good clean margins, in
sumptuous early C19 ‘Romantic’ straight grained purple
morocco by Brooks (his label on fly), bound for George
Granville Leveson-Gower, 1st Duke of Sutherland; covers blind and gilt ruled to a panel design, outer panel
with blind dentelle border, middle panel with blind
fleurons to corners and sides, large blind-tooled finely
worked lozenge at centre, the arms of the 1st Duke of
Sutherland gilt on upper cover, spine with blind and gilt
ruled double raised bands, blind tooled in compartments, gilt tooled at head and tail, inner dentelles and
turn ins gilt, brown paper fly and pastedown with gilt
borders, all edges gilt and richly gauffered.

A lovely copy of this rare Aldine incunable, the editio
princeps of the majority of the letters it contains, including the first printing of the letters of Plato (also
first of any of his writings in the original Greek), edited
by Marco Musuro, perhaps the most influential figure
in the progress of the Aldine Greek Press, and beautifully printed by the incomparable Aldus Manutius.
Musurus brought together 35 authors in his extensive
collection, ranging from Plato, Isocrates and Aeschines
from antiquity to 4th-century authors such as Gregory
of Nazianzus and later to Procopius of Gaza. Also included are Synesius, Aristotle, Alexander the Great, St.
Basil, Phalarides the Tyrant, Brutus Romanus, Apollonius of Tyana, and Julian Apostate (Emperor Flavius
Claudius Julianus); other letters are spurious or of
doubtful authorship, such as those by Hippocrates and
Euripides.

Item 26

dictionary; the manuscript of his De Revolutionibus
contains a suppressed passage from Lysis’s letter to
Hipparchus found in this collection. Introducing the
text of the letter Copernicus mentions “Philolaus believed in the earth’s motion.. (and) Aristarchus of Samos too held the same view”. From 1493, Musuro was
associated with Aldus Manutius and belonged to the
Neacademia (Aldine Academy of Hellenists), a society
founded by Manutius and other learned men for the
promotion of Greek studies. Many of the Aldine classics
were published under his supervision, and he is credited with the first editions of the scholia of Aristophanes
(1498), Athenaeus (1514), Hesychius of Alexandria
(1514) and Pausanias (1516). Musuro’s handwriting
reportedly formed the model of Aldus' Greek type.
Works printed by Aldus Manutius have become synonymous with all that is best with late fifteenth century
and early sixteenth-century book production, particularly with typographical elegance and editorial quality
and this rare and beautifully produced incunable is no
exception. The Aldine Epistolae Graecae 'was not replaced by an equally useful collection until 1873, the
date of R. Hercher's Epistolographi graeci' (Wilson,
Byzantium to Italy, p.150).

The book is printed in Aldus's second and better Greek
type (2:114), designed by Francesco Griffo da Bologna.
In his dedication to Antonio Urceo Codro (1446-1500),
professor of Greek and Latin at Bologna, Aldus states
that he has set up in type whatever letters he could procure of some thirty-five Greek writers. A total of twenty six authors were published in these vols. Those that
do not appear in this edition he reserved for a later
publication, which was never realised. Letter-writing
was an art and study allied to rhetoric, which formed
part of a humanistic education, and compendia of letters circulated as model precedents. The letters published in this volume however are of interest far beyond mere examples of letter-writing. An example is
Plato’s seventh letter, the longest and most important.
It is addressed to the associates and companions of
Dion, most likely after his assassination in 353 BCE, in
the form of an open letter, and contains a defence of
Plato’s political activities in Syracuse as well as a long
digression concerning the nature of philosophy, the
theory of the forms, and the problems inherent to
teaching. Toward the end of the letter he gives an explanation of the perfect circle as an existing, unchanging, and eternal form, and explains how any reproduction of a circle is impossible. He suggests that the form
of a perfect circle cannot even be discussed, because
language and definition are inadequate. This collection
was of great influence; Copernicus taught himself
Greek using this work with the help of a Greek-Latin

A fine copy with tremendous provenance. It was bound
for the 1st Duke of Sutherland (1758-1833), described
by Charles Greville as a "leviathan of wealth" and "…
the richest individual who ever died". Then, it entered
the collection of the great bibliophile Martin Bodmer.
ISTC ie00064000; BMC, V, 560; GW, 9367; Goff, E-64;
Brunet II, 1021; Renouard, 18:1 (‘Cette édition est rare’);
Hain, 6659.
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'Electra' are present, as well as
the satyr play 'Cyclops.'

A MAGNIFICENT PAIR

All but four of the plays are
here published for the first
time. "It would seem from the
preface that only 1000 copies
were printed" (Dibdin), making
it a set of particular rarity as
well as beauty. The copious
marginalia offer alternative
readings, cross-references to
other authors and translations
of complex phrases. The text of
the first volume is preceded by
a sheet of manuscript with
notes in Latin, Italian and
Greek with relevant page numbers, in the same hand as did
the numbering.

EURIPIDES
Tragoediae
Venice, Aldus, 1503
£27,500
2 volumes 8vo. 268 and 190
unnumbered ff. Greek letter,
Aldine dolphin device to versos
of last, frequent Latin and Greek
marginalia in two contemporary
hands, leaves
numbered at
head,
both
occasionally
cropped.
A fine, clean copy in striking late
18th-C red morocco gilt with
border of scrolling acanthus
leaves and corner ornaments,
inner dentelles gilt, spines richly
gilt, green and navy morocco
lettering pieces. 19th C Combpatterned marbled endpapers,
marbled edges. Armorial bookplates of the library of the Earl
of
Macclesfield
on
front
pastedown, Shirburn castle
blindstamps to first few ll.

Item 27

The attractive bindings of this
set date from the late 18th-C
Classical revival, due to the
rigid geometry of the designs
on the spine, and the acanthus
roll.
BM STC It., 239; Adams, E
1030;
Renouard,
43:10
(‘première et rare édition d'Euripide’); Brunet, II, 1095 (‘Cette
édition est recherchée et les
beaux exemplaires se trouvent
difficilement’); Dibdin, I, 524
(‘frequently found in an imperfect or indifferent condition’).

EDITIO PRINCEPS of eighteen
Euripidean plays (in spite of the
t-p, which mentions only 17),
including 'Rhesus,' sometimes
attributed to Sophocles, including in a ms note at the start of
vol. 2, but more often considered as being a later, spurious,
addition to the corpus. All the
tragedies with the exception of

Item 27
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EURIPIDES
Tragoediae
Venice, Aldus, 1503
£9,750
EDITIO PRINCEPS. 2 volumes 8vo. 242 and 216 unnumbered ff. Vol.1: Α-Γ⁸, Δ⁴, Ε-Η⁸, Θ⁶, Ι-Λ⁸, Μ⁶, ΝΞ⁸,
Ο¹⁰, Π-Ρ⁸, Σ¹⁰, Τ-Υ⁸, Φ⁶, Χ-Ω⁸, ΑΑ-ΒΒ⁸, ΓΓ⁶, ΔΔ-ΖΖ⁸,
ΗΗ⁶. Vol.2: ΘΘ-ΙΙ⁸, ΚΚ¹⁰, moved from vol. I [Lacking
(chi)⁴ the register and Aldine device] ΛΛ⁸, ΜΜ¹⁰, ΝΝΟΟ⁸, ΠΠ- ΡΡ⁸, ΣΣ¹⁰, ΤΤ⁸, ΥΥ⁶, ΦΦ-ΧΧ⁸, ΨΨ⁴, ΩΩ⁸,
ΑΑΑ-ΒΒΒ⁸, ΓΓΓ⁶, ΔΔΔ-ΖΖΖ⁸, ΗΗΗ⁶, ΘΘΘ-ΚΚΚ⁸,
ΛΛΛ⁴. (Δ4, Φ6, ΗΗ6, ΣΣ10 and ΥΥ6 are blanks, all present.) Greek letter; capital spaces, with guide letters,
Aldine dolphin device to verso of last. A fine, clean copy
in lovely dark blue straight grained morocco gilt, c.1800
in the style of Bozerian, covers with border of leafy
scroll within gilt rules, inner dentelles gilt with Greek
key roll, spines richly gilt, yellow silk endpapers, all edges gilt, a little rubbed at extremities.
EDITIO PRINCEPS of eighteen Euripidean plays
(though the t-p mentions only 17), including 'Rhesus,'
sometimes attributed to Sophocles, but often considered a later addition to the corpus. All the tragedies
with the exception of 'Electra' are present, as well as
the satyr play 'Cyclops.' Edited by Aldus, all but four
are here published for the first time. Frequently based
on myths, Euripides explores a variety of themes in his
work, from xenia and the role of women in Alcestis, to
the revenge and betrayal of the cuckolded wife in Medea, to hubris and misogyny in Hippolytus, to the aftermath of the Iliad in Andromache and Trojan Women, and a new take on Odysseus' dealings with the Cyclopes in 'Cyclops.' "It would seem from the preface
that only 1000 copies were printed" (Dibdin), making
it a set of particular rarity as well as beauty. This collection was the first to unite the disparate manuscripts
of Euripides, and therefore formed the foundation for
much later study of
Item 28
the tragedies. Much of
the lasting importance
of Euripides is due to
his literary innovations which must have
been striking to his
contemporaries.
He
created
deus
ex
machina as a literary
device,
prominently
featured strong women and slaves for the
first time, and focussed on real people
and raw human emotions. His influence
can be detected in the
works of Joyce, Ra-

Item 28

cine and Corneille.
This copy is deliberately, for aesthetic reasons, incomplete of the register and the Aldine device of the first
vol. The binder, most probably at the behest of the
owner, wanting to create a uniform size for the two
volumes, moved the last play of Vol. I to Vol. II, and
then discarded the register and Aldine printer’s device
as this now appeared in the middle of the text, rather
than the end of the vol. The binding is very fine and,
though unsigned, is undoubtedly the work of Bozerian,
perhaps the most fashionable of the late C18th
French binders. A
Item 28
beautiful copy of one
of the most important
of the Aldine editio
princeps.
BM STC It., 239; Adams, E 1030; Renouard,
43:10
(‘première et rare édition
d'Euripide’);
Brunet, II, 1095 (‘Cette
édition est recherchée
et les beaux exemplaires se trouvent difficilement’); Dibdin, I,
524 (‘frequently found
in an imperfect or indifferent condition’).
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age, St. Jerome (c. 340-420) was a translator, scriptural commentator, biographer, and historian who is
JEROME, SAINT
chiefly remembered for his creation of the Latin VulEpistolæ ... et libri contra hæreticos
gate version of the scriptures, a translation that represents an enduring contribution to Western culture. He
Rome, apud Paulum Manutium in ædibus Populi Romfrequently participated as one of the most heated of
ani, 1565
partisans in various theological controversies, and his
£2,250
disputations and protestations in connection with such
debates comprise a good deal of the text of the letters.
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio. Three vols in one. 1): pp.
His work was of fundamental importance to the hu[xxiv], 187, [i]; 2): pp. 291, [i]; 3): pp. 458, [58]. Roman
manists of the Renaissance. “Erasmus had published
Letter with some Greek and Hebrew. Large woodcut
his edition of Jerome’s letters in 1516 ... It was a work
Aldine device on all three titles, fine white on black
he had been planning for years and he takes great
criblé initials in two sizes, contemporary ms. inscription
pains to point out to
“Collegii Societatis Jesu
you what a great
Louanii” on first title;
task it has been to
light age yellowing, micomplete.
‘I
had
nor marginal water
worked
myself
to
stain to upper margin
death that Jerome
of first few leaves, occamight live. It cost
sional light marginal
Jerome less to write
spotting, rare thumb
his works than for
mark. A very good
me to restore and
copy, crisp and clean,
explain them’. Erasin contemporary calf
mus lectured on Jeover thick wooden
rome at Cambridge
boards, covers blind
during his formative
ruled to a panel design,
stay there. Jerome is
with blind rolls, rea constant reference
mains of clasps and
point for Erasmus
brass corner pieces,
over nearly 40 years
rebacked to match, coof study. He leads
vers worn, free eps.
every list of heroes of
renewed.
the Church for ErasMonumental
critical
mus and is brought
edition of the letters of
forward as an auSt. Jerome based on
thority to win arguthe correcting the verment after argusion previously given
ment. He was the one
by Erasmus, beautifulfigure writing in Latly printed at Rome by
in who could match
Paulus Manutius, the
or even better his
first with the scholarly
beloved Greeks. As he
notes and critical ap[Erasmus] wrote to
paratus provided by
Pope Leo X ‘I saw
Item 29
Marianus Victorinus.
that Jerome was so
These are the first three volumes of what was intended
completely the first among Latin theologians that we
to be the complete works of St. Jerome printed by Paumight call him the one person worthy of that name.
lus Manutius, however it is probable he only printed
What a fund in him of Roman eloquence, what skill in
the fourth vol before leaving Rome, with the remaining
languages, what a knowledge of Antiquity and of all
vols published in 1571 and 1572. “Ces trois volumes ne
history, what a retentive memory, what a perfect fasont que le commencement des oeuvres de Saint
miliarity with mystic literature, above all, what zeal,
Jèrome. Les tomes 4 a 10, dont un de table, donnés,
what a wonderful inspiration of divine breath. He is
ainsi que l’avoient été les trois premiers, par Mariano
the one person who at the same time delights by his
Vittorio, furent imprimés en 1571 et 1572, dans l’imprieloquence, teaches by his erudition and ravishes by his
merie del Campidoglio, la meme qu’avoit règie Paul
holiness.” Simon Goldhill, Who needs Greek?.
Manuce.” Renouard, p. 197. Victorinus was a noted
BM STC It.; 346. Renouard, 197:3.
theologian and was also known for his knowledge of
Coptic which he learnt in 1552 from an Ethiopian
monk. Perhaps the greatest Christian scholar of his
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antiquity, provided the groundwork of almost everything subsequently written on the subject and constituted a textbook for schoolboys from his day to modern
times.

LIVY (and) SIGONIUS, Carolus
Historiarum ab Urbe Condita (with) Scholia
Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1555

Sigonius’ edition is the first in which scholarly criticism
is applied to the chronology of Roman history was the
best and most accurate of the day. Sigonius (15241584) was professor of literature at Venice and produced a number of works for the Aldine press – he was
then the most significant classical scholar in Italy and
probably rivalled only by Scaliger elsewhere. Doubtless because of its size and consequent cost, this edition
is rare, and was almost unfindable in good condition,
even by the mid-C19.

£3,850
FIRST EDITION thus. Folio, ff. [iv], 478 + 98, [xl]. Two
parts in one, sep. t-p to each. Roman letter, index and
epitomes in Italic, large historiated initials. Printer’s
anchor and dolphin device within oval frame of fruits
and leaves on both t-ps, autograph of Hieronymus
Comes, Abbot of St Gregory’s 7th March 1558 beneath
each, autograph of Gilbert Boucher (1800) on
first. Light mostly marginal waterstaining to
final gathering, a few
minor marginal marks.
A good copy in contemp. vellum
over
boards, a little worn,
upper joint cracked at
head and tail.

BM STC It., 390; Renouard, 166:15 (‘Belle édition bien imprimée, sur
bon papier, et peut-être de
toutes celles de cet histoire,
la plus amie de l’oeil et la
plus facile à lire…celle-ci,
de 1555, est fort rare et ne
se trouve presque jamais
qu’en très mauvaise condition’); Brunet, III, 1106
(‘Pour la beauté des caractères autant que pour celle
de tirage et du papier, cette
edition est bien préférable
aux différentes réimpressions plus ou moins
mesquines qu’en ont données les Alde… elle est
d’ailleurs devenue rare,
surtout en bonne conservation’).

First edition of Sigonius’ classic and handsome edition of Livy’s
monumental history of
Rome and the first edition of his Scholia.

Livy’s history begins
with the landing of
Aeneas in Italy and
ends with the death of
Drusus in 9BC, though
it was probably intended to continue to
the death of Augustus.
Of the original 142
books, only 35 have
come down to us and
of these two are incomplete;
nevertheless,
Livy remains the first
Item 30
authority for the histo31
ry of ancient and Republican Rome down to the conquest of Macedonia in 167 BC.
LOREDANO, Bernadino [i.e. SIGONIO Carlo]
It is a state history, military and political, arranged
In M. Tullii Ciceronis orationes de lege agraria ... comstrictly chronologically, recounting all the major
mentarius
events with accounts of their principal participants.
Venice, apud Paulum Manutium, 1558 mense iunio
Inevitably, given the extent of the ground covered there
is little philosophical reflection, but the work is saved
£1,950
from being a dry recitation of fact by the author’s con4to. pp. 297, [iii]. A-2O⁴, 2P². Roman letter, some
siderable literary talents. Livy’s elegant Latin, masterGreek. Woodcut Aldine device on title, capitals spaces
ly portraits of great men, impressive speeches and skilwith guide letters, bookplate of Baron Landau on
ful depiction of the play of emotion made him a favourpastedown. A very good copy, crisp clean and wide marite with Roman readers equalled only by Cicero and
gined in contemporary limp vellum, later but old endpaVirgil. His history, the greatest narrative history of
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pers.

envy had disrupted the concordia of the Roman republic, given rise to factions, and ultimately dismembered
the body politic.

First Edition of this interesting commentary on Cicero’s orations on land reform spoken against the
tribune of the plebs P. Servilius Rullus, beautifully
printed by the Aldine
press. Cicero opposed Rullus’ bill, which proposed to
use money from foreign
conquests to purchase land
in Italy for the establishment of colonies of the
poor, as he was instinctively opposed to what he
saw as calculated bribery
of the Roman electorate,
and politically he was a
supporter of Pompey who
also opposed this bill.
Cicero delivered 4 speeches, of which 3 are still extant, although the first is
mutilated. The second is
the most important; nothing is known of the fourth.
Very little enthusiasm was
shown towards the bill by
the Roman people, who
preferred the distribution
of doles in the city to the
prospect of distant allotments.

This conviction had profound consequences for the
shape of early modern political theory. The influence
of the Roman sources (and
of Cicero in particular) was
so pervasive among civic
humanists that the rejection
of agrarian laws (or
“levelling,” as the English
had it) became a powerful
republican orthodoxy.” E.
Nelson, ‘For the land is
Mine’: The Hebrew Commonwealth and the Rise of
Redistribution.

Item 31

The work had important
resonance in Renaissance
Italy and Europe especially when it came to redistribution of land and wealth,
particularly in what was
public land or private
land. “The most forceful
Roman opponent of the
agrarian movement was,
however, Marcus Tullius
Cicero ... In short, Cicero
characterizes the agrarian
movement as seditious,
dangerous, and violently
unjust. For what is an
agrarian law, he asks in
De officiis, but an initiative
“to rob one man of what
belongs to him and to give
to another man what does
not belong to him?” For
Cicero, as for so many other Roman writers, agrarian laws driven by plebeian

Sigonio (1524-1585), Italian
historian and classicist,
was the author of numerous
scholarly works held in
high esteem by his contemporaries. He was born at
Modena and held professorships at Venice, Padua,
and Bologna. “He was unquestionably one of the first
classical antiquaries of his
time, and a man of great
judgement as well as learning, very correct and deep
in researches, and of most
unwearied
diligence.”
Chalmers.
Sigonius's reputation chiefly rests upon his publications on Greek and Roman
antiquities, which may
even now be consulted with
advantage. A very good
copy with an excellent
provenance. Baron Landau
was a C19 collector of early
books of impeccable taste.
BM STC It., 180 (Cicero)
and p. 372 (Lauredanus ie
Carolus
Sigonius);
Renouard, 174:8.
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the younger (15471597).
Bernardo
Torresano was the
grandson of Andrea Torresani, the
father in law of
Aldus, and used the
Aldine device as his
trademark on the
title pages of his
publications;
he
worked in Paris
between 1554 and
1571. Most of the
books
published
under his imprint
were printed by
Federic Morel.

MANUTIUS, Paulus
Antiquitatum Romanarum Pauli Manutii Liber de Legibus…
Paris, Bernardo Torresano, 1557
£950
8vo. pp. 288. Roman letter, privilege and index in italic.
Large Aldine anchor device on title, woodcut initials,
occasional early
Item 32
marginalia.
Lower
outer
corner of t-p a
little
frayed.
Very
small,
light dampstain
to outer margin
of
last
two
quires, touching
a few letters of
text. A good
copy in nearcontemporary
vellum, edges
speckled red. 2
earlier
ms.
notes to t-p (in
Latin in blank portions of title), the longer apparently a
punning epitaph on one ‘Ludovicus Flamen’ ‘flamen
obiit...caelo vivit.’ the hand is North-West European
mid to late 16th Century; ‘Flamen’ was a surname often
used by Flemings resident in France at this period. 17thcentury ms ex-libris on front pastedown, ‘Ex libris M.
Nic. le Bachelier.’

Item 33

BM STC Fr., 300; Renouard, 279:9; Adams, M 475;
Graesse, IV, 375.

33
MANUTIUS, Paulus

In Epistolas Ciceronis ad Atticum…
Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1553
£1,500
8vo. ff. [iv] 414. Italic letter. Anchor and dolphin device
to title; very faint dampstain to outer margin a few
quires. A particularly good, clean, wide-margined, wholly unsophisticated copy in contemporary limp polished
vellum, lacking ties, yapp edges, '65' in contemp. hand
to upper outer corner of upper cover.

The Parisian reprint of the first edition, first issue
(appearing in the same year) of an interesting work on
ancient Roman law, intended to inaugurate Manutius’
monumental
Item 32
work on the
antiquities
of
Rome. During
his
lifetime,
Manutius published this section on law,
and after his
death appeared
ones on the Senate (1581), the
Comitia (1585),
and the Roman
state and its
political institutions. The posthumous
editions were the
work of his son,
Aldus Manutius

Expanded edition, revised and corrected of Manutius'
celebrated commentary on the 16 books of Cicero's
letters to his closest friend T. Pomponius Atticus and
the starting point of all modern editions of the text.
Written over the course of many years from 65BC onwards and compiled by Cicero's personal secretary
Marcus Tullius Tiro, the letters are frequently written
in a subtle code to mask their political content. In his
Item 33
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impressively detailed commentary Manutius is clearly
aware of this, discussing the implications of certain
names and places thoroughly, explaining their relationships to each other and explaining historical and
social significance as appropriate. A valuable edition
in a fine copy.

bly Antwerp (for eagle motif see Goldschmidt 175.)

PMM 64, 1534:7; BM STC It., 177; Ren, 157:11; Adams,
M 459; Graesse, IV, 375; Brunet, III, 1383.
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"Perhaps the most valuable of Cicero's surviving works
are the letters, such a vivid commentary on the last
years of the Roman Republic as we have of no other
period of ancient times. Here alone, devoid of formality, the character of Cicero … can be seen."

MANUZIO, Aldo
Eleganze, insieme con la copia della lingua toscana, e
latina
Venice, Paolo Manuzio, 1565

PMM 64, 1534:7; BM STC It., 177;
Ren, 157:11; Adams, M 459;
Graesse, IV, 375; Brunet, III, 1383.

£950

34
MANUTIUS, Paulus
In Epistolas Ciceronis ad Atticum…
Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1553
£1,350

8vo. ff. [iv] 414. Italic letter. Anchor and dolphin device to title; t-p
slightly dusty, light marginal
dampstain to a few leaves, a few
contemporary marginalia, underlinings, ms. title on foreedge, autograph Gourfat 1643 to front
pastedown. A good, wholly unsophisticated copy in contemporary
Item
calf, blindtooled with border of
figures, and fleurs-de-lys and Imperial double-headed
eagle, with haloes, to central panels, remains of clasps,
spine mostly absent, revealing sewing bands with manuscript fragments, preserved in box.
Expanded edition, revised and corrected of Manutius'
celebrated commentary on the 16 books of Cicero's
letters to his closest friend T. Pomponius Atticus and
the starting point of all modern editions of the text.
Written over the course of many years from 65BC onwards and compiled by Cicero's personal secretary
Marcus Tullius Tiro, the letters are frequently written
in a subtle code to mask their political content. In his
impressively detailed commentary Manutius is clearly
aware of this, discussing the implications of certain
names and places thoroughly, explaining their relationships to each other and explaining historical and
social significance as appropriate. A valuable edition
in a fine copy. "Perhaps the most valuable of Cicero's
surviving works are the letters, such a vivid commentary on the last years of the Roman Republic as we
have of no other period of ancient times. Here alone,
devoid of formality, the character of Cicero … can be
seen." The contemporary binding, revealing the sewing
structure of the book, is from Northern Europe, possi34

8vo. ff. 192. A-2A⁸. Italic letter.
Woodcut anchor and dolphin device on title, capital spaces with
guide letters, autograph Fr. M. A
Costello on front free endpaper in
C19th hand, small C18th stamp
with monogram G.C.S. with crown
above in blank margin of title, very
faint inscription above. Yellowing,
light waterstaining towards outer
corners in places, t-p slightly
soiled, occasional marginal mark
or spot. A perfectly acceptable
copy, in C18 vellum over boards
spine ornately gilt ruled in compartments fleurons gilt at centres,
lacking label.
An interesting comparative study
of the vocabulary of the Tuscan
and Latin languages, in alphabet35
ical order, based on examples
drawn mainly from Cicero. It takes the form of a word
list presented in the context of a classical text translated into Italian, with the original Latin beneath, allowing for the close comparison of the usage in its Latin
and Italian forms. It was hugely popular, augmented
and reprinted many times in the next two centuries;
Renouard gives eighteen editions by the Adine press
alone. The work is purported to be by Aldo Manuzio, as
stated in the title and preface, who was merely nine
years old when it was first published in 1556; according to Renouard and other scholars, it was most probably compiled by his father Paolo Manuzio, perhaps
for the instruction of his son. It is possible that Aldo
might have done some work on the translations as part
of his instruction. “Un livre tant de fois réimprimé dans
le XVIe siècle et dans le suivant, et l’un des titres qui
ont placé Alde le Jeune au rang des enfants célèbres
par leur savoir prématuré.” Renouard. Paolo Manuzio
most probably used the occasion of the publication to
honour his son and to try and establish his reputation
as a precocious genius, which certainly worked as his
reputation as an extraordinary scholar never left him
during his lifetime despite the mediocrity of some of his
work. The earlier Aldine printings are surprisingly
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rare, Copac records only six copies of this edition in
Italian Libraries, remarkably few for an Aldine printing.
BM STC It., 412; Renouard, 198:7; Brunet III 1385.

36
MARTIAL
Epigrammata
Venice, In aedibus Aldi et Andreae Soceri, 1517
£2,250
8vo, ff. 190, [2]. Italic letter, anchor and dolphin device
on title and verso of last, capital spaces with guide letters, C19 armorial bookplate of the Earl of Macclesfield
on pastedown, Shirburn Castle blindstamp to head of
first two II. A very good copy in mid-seventeenth century English calf, covers bordered with a double gilt filet,
spine double gilt ruled in compartments with fleur de
lys at corners and central fleurons, title gilt in one compartment, raised bands, all edges speckled red.
Second Aldine edition, a reprint of Aldus' edition of
1501, with the letter from Pliny the younger to Cornelius Priscus on verso of title as its only prefatory
matter. Martial, certainly a Spaniard and probably a
Basque, spent his working life in Rome carefully obItem 36

Item 36

serving his fellow man and recording them for us in
these exquisite vignettes.
The Epigrams (Martial's most important work) are
short poems, each expressing pointedly and concisely
some single idea, and are generally in the form of a
satire. Martial describes with the most realistic detail
the vices of his age. The fortune hunters, gluttons,
drunkards, debauchers, hypocrites of various kinds
and stingy patrons come back to life in his verses along with the occasional plea for a gift or a loan,
thanks to a faithful friend or honest critic, or a simple
hello or farewell. Many give vivid glimpses of the contemporary Roman scene, the hot sausage vendor on his
round, the tiresome guest who arrives too late for
breakfast and too early for lunch, others are simply
obscene. But beneath the humour there is the serious
purpose of exposing the frailties of humanity, albeit
more with amusement than indignation. Martial himself pleaded that his epigrams were far more serious
than most other authors' tragedies and he was probably right. Perhaps because of allegations of obscenity but Martial did not invent, he described what he saw the Epigrammata were relatively neglected in the first
century of printing. A very good copy from the extraordinary library of the Earls of Macclesfield. Early
editions of Martial are now scarce.
BM STC It., 420; Renouard, 81:11; Adams, M 694;
Brunet, III, 1490.
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morocco label, unusual block-patterned endpapers,
bookplate of T.Kimball Brooker to front pastedown, his
inkstamp to fly. A.e.b.
First post-incunable edition of Musaeus, containing the
most remarkable illustrations in any of the productions of Aldus Manutius. The famous and often repeated story of Hero and Leander in parallel Greek and
Latin is followed by the three-sectioned Orphica in
Greek: the 'Argonautica', narrated in the first person
by Orpheus which tell the story of Jason and the Argonauts, including the unique claim that the Argo was the
first ship ever built; the 'Hymns' - 86 very short verses,
thought to be the same invocations which were used in
the Eleusinian Mysteries; and the 'Lithica,' a poem that
tells of the special properties of twenty precious stones,
here published for the first time. The Orphica was central to the ancient Greek religious doctrine of Orphism,
founded upon writings ascribed to Orpheus. Musaeus
was highly respected as a result of his Orphic connections, mentioned by Euripides, Plato and Herodotus et
al. This collection, comprising his most famous works,
bears witness to the renewed interest in the authors of
antiquity, which went on to have a lasting impact on
later art and literature, inspiring the likes of Milton,
Turner and Marlowe. Musaeus, seer and priest, is
thought to have been the disciple or son of Orpheus,
and is commonly regarded as the founder of priestly
poetry in Attica.

Item 37

37
MUSAEUS
Opusculum de Herone
Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Andreae soceri, 1517
£5,500

8vo. ff. 80. Mostly Greek, some Italic letter, woodcut
anchor and dolphin device to t-p and verso of last, 2 ¾
page framed woodcuts depicting Leander crossing the
Hellespont to spend the night with Hero, and Hero casting herself from her tower when seeing her nocturnal
lover dead on the beach at dawn, contemp. Greek marginalium commenting on the distance between the two
places at head. bviii and fii torn at blank lower corners.
A very good copy in 17th C mottled sheep, spine gilt, red

BM STC It., 457; Renouard, 81:8 (‘[le] poème de Lapibus… paroit ici pour la première fois’); Adams, M 1991;
Dibdin, II, 239 (‘In this edition Aldus has departed little
or nothing from the former [in 1495-6]’); Graesse, IV,
633; Sander, 4913; Essling, 1296 (first ed.).

Item 37

Item 37
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in the Tuscan vernacular edited
by the humanist Giovanni Fabrini,
was
widely
read
and
won
acclaim
for
its
social
and political realism
in its discussion of
new
humanistic
ideas. He is
also known
for his inItem 38
fluential political tracts, De institutione reipublicae
(1518) and De regno et regis institutione (1519). His
other humanist works, largely unpublished, include
epitomes, treatises on philosophy, letter-writing, collections of Latin poems and epigrams, diplomatic orations, and a history of Siena. He also wrote important
early vernacular commentaries on Petrarch’s Canzoniere and Trionfi. A very good unsophisticated copy.

PATRIZI, Francesco
De Discorsi .... sopra alle cose appartenenti ad una citta libera, e famiglia nobile; tradotti in lingua toscana
Venice, Aldus, 1545
£2,450
FIRST EDITION thus. 8vo. ff. 278 [iv]. Italic letter.
Woodcut Aldine device to t-p and verso of last, capital
spaces with guide letters. Light age yellowing, blank
outer margins of D3 and D4 re-margined (before printing). A very good copy, crisp and clean, in C18th Italian
half calf over patterned paper boards, some worming to
covers, a.e.r.
First edition of Patrizi’s Discorsi translated from the
Latin by Giovanni Fabrini. A selection of “discourses”,
divided into nine books, the work covers a wide range
of subjects including the principles of statecraft, the
meaning of life (particularly the nature of virtue,
health, honest pleasures and wealth), literature and the
law. Patrizi, detached from the reigning debate that
focussed on the difficult relationships between the
Church and the Empire, proposed a society based on
the humanistic conception of autonomous man, freed
from the ties of hierarchical power. Francesco Patrizi
(1413-1492) writer, politician and humanist, was appointed bishop of Gaeta by Pope Pio II in 1460. Involved in the Sienese conspiracy in 1456, he was forced
into exile in Verona, where he came into contact with
various humanists, including the circle of Antonio
Brognanigo. He wrote in Latin, being translated into
Italian only 40 years later, by Aldus. The present work,

BM STC It., 493; Adams, P 443; Renouard, 131:3.
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torical
and
cultural
knowledge” Brian Ogilvie,
‘The Science of Describing:
Natural History in Renaissance Europe.” The work
was revised and expanded
by Perotti's son Pyrrhus
and the first edition was
published in Venice by in
1489; the first Aldine in
1499. The text has been
carefully numbered by page
and by line so that the index
can be precisely
keyed,
marking the inception of
a modern scholarly system of reference. Niccolò
Perotti (1429-1480) was an
Italian cleric and humanist,
born and died in SassoferItem 39
rato. From 1451 to 1453 he
taught rhetoric and poetry at the University of Bologna. In 1452 he was made Poet Laureate by the Emperor Frederick III, in acknowledgment of his speech of
welcome to the city. He was the papal secretary from
1455 and archbishop of Siponto in 1458. Although his
later career was as a papal governor, he continued his
scholarly pursuits, editing the works of the Roman
writers Pliny and Martial. Apart from his Cornucopia,
he wrote a Latin school grammar, Rudimenta Grammatices (Pannartz and Sweynheim 1473), one of the
earliest and most popular Renaissance Latin grammars, which attempted to exclude many words and
constructions of medieval origin. To the Cornucopia
are added the three most important classical texts on
the grammar and etymology of the Latin language.
“Varro’s treatise is the earliest extant work on Grammar. This great work which was finished before Cicero’s death in 43 BC, owes much to the Stoic teaching of
Aelius Stilo. .. The first three of the surviving books are
on Etymology, book V being on names of places, VI on
terms denoting time and VII on poetic expressions.”
Sandys I p. 179. Sextus Pompeius Festus’ epitome in 21
books of the encyclopedic treatise ‘De verborum significatione’ of Valerius Flaccus is added next. Festus gives
the etymology as well as the meaning of many words,
and his work throws considerable light on the Latin
language, mythology and antiquities of ancient Rome.
The work ends with Nonius Marcellus’s compendia. A
lovely fresh copy of these important texts.

PEROTTI, Niccolo
Cornucopiae, siue linguae Latinae commentarij diligentissime recogniti
Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae soceri, November
1513
£3,950
Folio. ff. 79 [i], 1436 columns, ff.(i). π-10π8, a-z8, A-Y8.
Italic letter in double column. Aldine device on title,
capital spaces with guide letters. Two ll of quire y slightly oxidized browned, couple of tiny single worm holes
on first few leaves and at end, title a little thumbed in
lower outer blank corner, of table, the odd minor marginal mark. A very good copy, crisp and clean, in contemporary vellum over boards, title ms. on spine.
An excellent copy of the second Aldine edition of this
monumental collection of grammars, including one of
the most important Renaissance Latin dictionaries, by
Niccolò Perotti, together with three influential classical
grammars by Varro, Festus and Nonius Marcellus,
dedicated to the condottiere Federico da Montefeltro of
Urbino. The largest section of the work is taken up by
Perotti’s Cornucopia. Written as a commentary on
book I of Martial, it includes a discussion on almost
every word of Martial's text, becoming a standard
work of reference on the Latin language. “A massive
encyclopedia of the classical world. Every verse, indeed every word of Martial's text was a hook on which
Perotti hung a densely woven tissue of linguistic, hisItem 39

BM STC. It., 499; Adams, P-720; Renouard, 63:6.
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40
PEROTTI, Niccolo
Cornucopiae
Venice, Aldus Manutius, July 1499
£29,500
FIRST ALDINE EDITION, folio, pp. [lx], 642. Roman
letter, a little Greek. Large initial letter of text in red and
blue, rubricated initials thereafter, some text underlining in red and black. Contemp. and early marginalia in
several North European hands, occasionally in red, systematic to first 60pp, one index passage extensive, intermittent throughout. Autograph of Father Labe S.J.
1698 and ms. inscripItem
tion of an anonymous
Jesuit college 1728
both on recto of first,
3 words in tiny hand
(directions to binder?) on blank of verso
last. Stubbs from
c15th rubricated ms.
on vellum, vellum
pastedowns
from
c14th(?) hymnal, decorated initials in red
and blue, 3 line musical notation. Recto of
first couple of ll. a bit
soiled, marginal finger marks and corner
repairs to first gather39

ing and last, and water or oil splashes to edges in some
places and two pages of text. A good, well-margined,
thick paper copy, used but unsophisticated in elaborate
blind stamped pigskin over wooden boards, double panelled within two four line borders, elaborately patterned
tooling of various flowers in overall design, strap leather
replaced, original brass clasps and hasps, one corner
restored.
First Aldine edition of Perotti's monumental work on
the language and literature of classical Rome, in the
form of a commentary on Martial's epigrams. It was
the greatest storehouse of linguistic material of its day,
and the source book for generations of Latin writers,
including Calepine for his great dictionary. In his long
preface, Aldus tells
40
the reader that he
sees it as his duty to
protect the treasures
of literature from the
ravages of time. The
text is numbered by
both page and line so
that it can correspond
exactly with the comprehensive alphabetical index, the first
time this had been
done and in fact the
invention of a modern
scholarly system of
reference. The errors
found in revision
have also all been
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listed to help the student. This
edition also contains the first
use (possibly with the Dioscorides) of Aldus' third and most
influential Greek type inspired
by Marco Musuro and engraved by Francesco Griffo.
"A massive encyclopaedia of
the classical world. Every
verse, indeed every word, of
Martial's text was a hook on
which Perotti hung a densely
woven tissue of linguistic, historical
and
cultural
knowledge." B. Ogilvie, The
Science of Describing: Natural
History in Renaissance Europe.
BMC, V, 561; Goff, P-296; Renouard, 19:2 (‘Première édition
d'une grande rareté’); Brunet,
IV, 505 (‘Livre fort rare’).
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PLUTARCH
Opuscula LXXXXII [Moralia]
Venice, Aldus, March 1509
£49,500

Item 41

FIRST EDITION. Unusually
large 4to, pp. [16], 1050, [2].
Greek letter, very little Roman;
large Aldine device on title and
earlier version including Aldus’
name on final verso, tiny repair
to blank part of title with three
letters retouched on verso, a
few leaves slightly browned,
couple of rust spots to foreedge. A very good copy, in gran
papier, in late eighteenthcentury English red morocco in
the style of and very probably
by Roger Payne, two gilt fillets,
title etc. gilt on spine, a. g. e.;
edges very lightly rubbed; title
and verso elegantly ruled in
contemporary red, occasional
early seventeenth-century annotations mostly washed; ms
library shelfmark and armorial
bookplate of Wilmot Vaughan,
earl of Lisburne (1730-1800) on
front pastedown, and of Henry
J.B. Clements (1869-1940) on
front endpaper recto.

Greek editio princeps and first
edition in any language of this
foundation text of ancient
scholarship and ethics, held in
the highest esteem by generations of Western thinkers, Montaigne above all. Plutarch (c. 46
-120 AD) was the most acclaimed Greek intellectual of his
age. Born from a wealthy Boeotian family in Chaeronea, there
he spent much of his life, serving as priest of Apollo in Delphi. His series of parallel biographies of famous Greek and
Roman personalities won him
long-lasting fame. His short
essays are gathered under the
title of Moralia, showing all the
extent of his knowledge. They
include major and minor philosophical questions (most famously, whether the hen or the
egg came first), religious, political and historical dissertations
(on Iris and Osiris; the decline
of oracles; Alexander the
Great’s fortune and virtues;
Herodotus’
methodological
shortcomings; on monarchy,
democracy and oligarchy), as
well as lighter interludes like
the dialogue between Odysseus
and one of the wretched men
turned by Circes into pigs.
The relatively late appearance
into print of the Moralia is
probably due to the difficulty in
establishing a good Greek text.
The edition, planned by Aldus
since 1506, was eventually accomplished with the help of
Erasmus, Girolamo Aleandro
and the Greek scholar and later
printer Demetrios Ducas, who
was in the end the main editor.
In his preface, Ducas is forced
to admit that the 13th-century
ms he had mainly relied on was
so corrupt that he resolved to
leave many passages as unintelligible as they originally
stood. As pointed out by Lowry,
The World of Aldus, p. 240,
much of the textual work took
place directly in the press’s
premises, so that ‘the process of
criticism and emendation did
not precede that of printing but
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advanced jerkily alongside it, step by alternating
step ... Printing classical texts was first and last an exercise in improvisation.’ In the dedication to Jacopo
Antiquario, Aldus recollects his short stay in Milan,
while he is hailed as the ‘saviour of the Greek language’
at the very beginning of Ducas’ Greek preface.

temporaries as good as, or superior to, his Classical
models. Pontanus' career provides an excellent illustration of the power and prestige which might be attained
by men of letters in fifteenth-century Italy.
The present volume consists of Pontanos' scientific (or
proto-scientific and astrological) works: a translation
and commentary on the Centum Ptolemaei sententiae,
and other, briefer treatises, including De luna and De
rebus coelestibus.

Large paper copy close to its original unusual size, on
which Renouard commented: ‘le plus grand des livres
Aldine, le Georgius Valla, 1501, n’approchant’.
BM STC It., 527; Adams, P 1634; Hoffmann, III, 182;
Brunet, IV, 732 (‘assez rare’); Graesse, V, 357
(‘rarissime’); Renouard, 55:1.

The pseudo-Ptolemaic Centum Sententiae, or Centiloquy, is a collection of astrological aphorisms, once
thought to have been the work of Claudius Ptolemaeus
- from whose work it differs in many key respects. Seventeenth-century English scholars such as Joseph Mox42
on and William Lilly noted that some ascribed it to the
mythical Hermes Trismegistus. More recent speculaFINE CONTEMPORARY BLIND-RULED AND GILT
tion has centred around the figure of Abu Ja'far AhMOROCCO BINDING
mad ibn Yusuf Ibn Daya (d. c.941), who wrote extenPONTANO, Giovanni
sive glosses to the work, and translated it into Hebrew
and Latin. While some of the
Centum Ptolemaei sententiae.
sententiae demonstrate typiEiusdem de reb. coeslestibus.
cal astrological vagueness
Liber etiam de luna imperfec(III: a person skilled in a partus
ticular field will have been
Venice, in aedibus Aldi et Anborn under the relevant star;
dreae soceri, 1519
VI, XI: the day and time for a
particular activity should be
£2,950
chosen carefully, with referLarge 8vo. ff. 301, [xix]. Italic
ence to one's horoscope), othletter, some Roman and
ers are extremely specific
Greek. Large Aldine anchor
(XX: 'Do not pierce not with
device to verso of final leaf.
iron that part of the body
Contemporary ms inscriptions
which may be governed by the
and verse to t-p, contemp. ms.
sign occupied by the Moon';
marginal scholia to some
XXII: 'Do not either put on or
leaves.
Marginal
damplay aside any garment for the
staining throughout, more exfirst time, when the Moon is
tensive on final leaves, slightly
located in Leo'). Pontano's
affecting text in places. A
commentary is notable for its
good, clean copy in fine conconcern with proving the sutemp. gilt- and blind-tooled
periority of astrology over
brown Roman morocco, panmuch contemporary 'science',
elled sides with multiple fillets
and
for
the
socioand roll-tooled borders, decopsychological rather than therated with leaf, arabesque and
ological nature of its speculacomet tools, diamond panel at
tions. It was immensely influcenter of sides, spine blindential in contemporary and
ruled in compartments, gauflater astrological and profred edges with lace-work patphetic writing: Nostradamus
Item 42
tern, a.e.g., small repair to
quotes with approval his first
head and foot of spine, some corners restored, gilt a bit
proposition 'Soli numine divino afflati praesagiunt &
faded, generally very well preserved.
spiritu prophetico particularia' ('Only those inspired
by the divine godhead can prophesy, and only those
First Aldine edition of the astrological writings of Joinspired by the spirit of prophecy can prophesy dehannes Jovianus Pontanus (Giovanni Gioviano Pontatailed events').
no, 1429-1503), humanist, diplomat, scholar and poet
who became the driving force behind the Neapolitan
BM STC It., 542, 533; Adams, P 2215; Brunet, IV, 808;
Academy and its official leader after 1471, as well as
Houzeau Lancaster, I, 3644; Renouard, 87:7; Riccardi,
Naples' Secretary of State. His was considered by conI, 303; Cantamessa, II 3556.
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Aged twenty-two, he joined the court of Alfonso the
Magnanimous and acted as political advisor for the
Aragonese family until 1495. In Naples, he set up a
very influential academy to which he lent his name, the
still-subsisting Accademia Pontoniana. He was a distinguished Latin writer, famous for his vigorous, inventive and yet very neat style and his ability to depict
facts of modern life and personal feelings. His prose
treatises enjoyed a wide circulation, though he was
best known as a Latin poet. This edition comprises his
most original compositions in elegiac and hendecasyllabic verse. In them, he powerfully expressed his passionate emotions with warmth of colouring, intense
realism and frequent erotic freedom. In De amore coniugali, Pontano addresses for the first time his love
elegies to his wife instead of his lover, while De tumulis
is a compendium of funerary poems depicting mythological and historical personalities as well as common
people from past and present, including himself and
members of his family.

INTERLEAVED COPY NOTED BY BRUNET
PONTANO, Giovanni
Collected Poems
Venice, Aldus and Andrea Torresani, 1518
£2,250
8vo, ff. 170, [2]. Italic letter; Aldine device on title and
verso of last leaf; interleaved throughout (blank f. [165]
replaced); a little marginal foxing, title-page a bit yellowed and upper margin of first three gatherings; small
ink splash to one leaf. A good copy in a seventeenthcentury Italian vellum; gilt title and year inscribed in
early ink on spine; blue edges; armorial bookplate of the
Maderna family from Milan by the engraver Gaetano
Bianchi (1745) on front pastedown; early ms annotation
and shelfmark on front endpaper; bibliographical note
in French on rear pastedown, recording the price at
Charles-Louis l’Héritier de Brutelle’s sale (Paris, 1802).

This copy, sold at L'Héritier’s sale for 26 francs, is
mentioned by Brunet (Manuel du libraire, IV, 807808), who described the edition as follows: ‘Cette seconde partie des poésies de Pontanus est plus rare que
la premiere, parce que les Aldes n’en ont donné qu’un
seule édit.’

FIRST AND ONLY ALDINE edition. This second part of
Pontano’s poems, to be paired with the first volume
printed by Aldus in 1505 and reissued in 1513. The poems were amended from the princeps issued in Naples
in 1505, establishing the text up to modern critical editions. Giovanni Pontano (1426-1503) was one of the
most illustrious figures of the Neapolitan Renaissance.

BM STC It., 533; Adams, P 1864; Brunet, IV, 807-808;
Cataldi Palau, 35; Renouard, 85:10.
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PONTANO, Giovanni
Opera omnia soluta oratione composita...
Venice, in aedibus Aldi, June 1518; April, September,
1519
£4,950
Large 8vo, 3 vols. ff. [iv], 326, lacking final but with
original integral blank + 318 with both original integral
blanks and fol 64, often censored + 301 (xix). Italic letter, guide letters, spaces blank. Anchor and dolphin device on t.p of vol I and final verso of vol III. Partially
inked over early C17 ex libris of at foot of each t.p., C20
bookplate on blank versos, C19 Harvard armorial bookplate on front pastedown of each with release stamp to
vol I, attractive contemporary ink title to fore edge of
each. First t.p. strengthened at gutter, faint blind stamp
in blank upper margin of t.p. to vol. II, very slight foxing, the odd minor marginal tear or blemish. Good,
clean, well margined copies in uniform, Harleian style,
English red morroco c 1700, covers with panels, borders
and cornerpieces gilt, rebacked (in modern red morocco) incorporating earlier labels, a little wear.

The complete 3 vols set of the first collected Aldine edition of the prose works of Pontano, published by Aldus
over a period of 15 months and rarely found together
and uniform. The fore edge lettering indicates that
these three volumes have coexisted since the first half of
the C16 and almost certainly since publication. The text
is the edition of Gian Francesco Torresani; the first
vol., the poems re-printed from that of 1505 but the
other two here published by the Aldine press for the
first time. Volumes I and II contain Pontano's political
works such as De principe, De liberalitate, and De
Magnanimitate and his speculative and theoretical
work on art and language such as De aspiratione and
De sermone. The third volume, which also contains an
index to all three, consists of scientific, astronomical
and astrological works, a translation and commentary
on the Centium Sententiae Ptolemaei and other briefer
treatises such as De luna and De rebus coelestibus.

Item 44

tainable by men of letters in Renaissance Italy. A poor
boy from Perugia he became the driving force behind
the Neapolitan Academy, its official leader after 1471,
Secretary of State and trusted friend and counsellor of
his sovereign, whom he deserted in favour of Charles
VIII of France, and rich. He was hugely esteemed by
contemporaries who thought his writings quite equal
to their classical models.
BM STC It., 533; Renouard, 82:3, 87:6, 87:7; Brunet,
IV, 808 (‘Bonne edition, et dort ou trouve diificilement
les trois volumes réunis et bien conservés’); Houzeau
and Lancaster, I, 1.2334 (‘beaux caractères italiques –
Rare’). See also Cantamessa, II, 3556.

Pontano (1429-1503) humanist, diplomat, scholar and
poet is a prime example of the power and prestige atItem 44
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PRISCIAN
Libri Omnes. De octo partibus orationis …
Venice, Aldus, 1527
£3,000
4to. ff. [xiv], 299, [i], [ii]. Italic letter, Aldine printer's
device to t-p and verso of last. A very good copy in attractive English 18th C Harleian style crimson morocco
gilt, lozenge-shaped centre ornament of many small but
ornate tools, triple-gilt ruled with corner fleurons, inner
dentelles gilt, spine richly gilt in 6 compartments, olive
morocco lettering piece, marbled endpapers, one corner
slightly bumped, upper joint cracked but firm. Armorial
bookplate of the Earl of Macclesfield on front
pastedown, Shirburn castle blindstamp to first few ll.
Only Aldine edition of the complete works of Priscian
(fl. 500 AD), including some works now attributed to
pseudo-Priscians (indicated by *). Priscian was the last
of the great grammarians of the Roman world. The
collection begins with his most famous and substantial
work, the most comprehensive and significant Latin
grammar "Institutiones grammaticae," the first 16
books of which deal with word- formation, parts of
speech and sounds, and the last two with syntax. As
well as systematically approaching Latin grammar,
the text also preserves many fragments of earlier classical authors, many of whom would otherwise have
been lost. Secondly is "Partitiones xii. versuum Aeneidos principalium", which thoroughly dissects the first
twelve lines of the Aeneid for teaching purposes, discussing the metre, scanning each verse and conducting
a careful analysis on a word-by-word basis. Then
come an 8th C treatise 'On Accents'*, a song 'On
Weights and Measures'* (c.500), and Priscian's translation of a treatize on rhetoric by Hermogenes, concluding with one on comic verses, accompanied by Rufinus' commentary. Priscian's text was one of the most
widely admired and circulated of the Middle Ages. A
schoolbook and therefore often heavily used, our present copy is in remarkably clean condition.

Item 45

This striking binding of high quality crimson morocco
with a delicate pointille gilt centrepiece is similar in
concept to the bindings from the library of Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, (1661-1724), Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Treasurer and great bibliophile

BM STC It., 540; Renouard, 103:2; Brunet, IV, 883;
Adams, P 2113. Not in Dibdin.
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RHODIGINUS, Caelius
Antiquae lectiones
Venice, Aldus and Andrea Torresani, 1516
£5,750
FIRST EDITION. Fol., pp. [80], 862, [6]. Predominantly Roman letter, little Greek and Italic; title and printer’s device in red, Aldine device in black at the end;
margins lightly soiled and foxed, some leaves a bit
browned in the middle; tiny worm holes at head and
foot of title and following leaf and on final four; old repair to CCvii, tear to blank lower outer corner of 157. A
good copy in beautiful Italian dark morocco, probably
Venice around 1525 (very similar to another Aldine described by De Marinis, II, n. 2104:); covers neatly tooled
in blind, external panel and central diaper design with
elaborated floral decoration and lozenges; rear slightly
worn in margins, spine repaired. Two early ex libris on
title by father and son, Mark and Johann Jochwerg
from Lippstadt, 1576 and 1583; early annotations
throughout, mainly by a contemporary Italian hand
knowing Greek, occasionally by ‘Mark’ and two later
hands; early and later notes on pastedowns, among
them the autograph of the collector James W. Rimington-Wilson (1822-1877). Three eighteenth-century
large etchings loosely inserted, probably Italian, on verso of pages cut from a large numismatic publication.

Item 46

philology and science to philosophy, history, anthropology and morality. Remarkable considerations on
ancient music are to be found in book five, chapters XX
-XXIX. The somewhat confusing encyclopaedic structure was modelled after Gellio’s Noctes Atticae and
Erasmus’s Adagia. The book was very well received
and was frequently reprinted up to 1666. Despite some
initials charges of plagiarism, even Erasmus ended up
to value Ricchieri’s work. In his Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Centuries (London 1869, I, p. 272), Henry
Hallam defines it as ‘by far the best and most extensive
collection hitherto made from the stores of
antiquity. It is now hardly remembered;
but obtained almost universal praise, even
from severe critics, for the deep erudition of
its author, who, in a somewhat rude style,
pours forth explanations of obscure and
emendations of corrupted passages, with
profuse display of knowledge in the customs and even philosophy of the ancients,
but more especially in medicine and botany.’ This copy was annotated by a contemporary reader mainly interested in the
philosophical passages, while the owner
inscribing the head of the title-page commented on two musical essays at pp. 231233.

First edition of these massive and learned commentaries of the Italian Renaissance in sixteen books. Caelius Rhodiginus is the humanist nickname of Ludovico
Ricchieri (1469-1525), a respected professor of Latin
and Greek in Rovigo. In 1511, Rhodiginus moved to Milan to take over the lectureship of Demetrios Chalcondyles, under the auspices of the city treasurer and renowned book collector Jean Grolier. The Antiquae lectiones are dedicated to Grolier, with a remembrance of
Aldus Manutius, recently dead. The work gathers together a considerable number of short essays and notes
on Latin and Greek antiquity, ranging from literature,
Item 46

Renouard 79, 11; BM STC It., 555; Adams R450; Brunet, IV, 1269; Graesse, VI, 105.
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A HUMANIST SCHOLAR'S COPY
SIGONIO, Carlo
Emendationum libri duo. Quorum argumentum proximae pagellae indicabunt
Venice, Paolo Manuzio, 1557
£2,750
FIRST EDITION. 4to. ff. [xii], 159 [i.e 155], [i], last
blank. Roman letter some Italic and Greek. Large Aldine device within ornate woodcut border, on t.p., and
verso of last, capital spaces with guide letters, classical
historiated initials, some with contemporary colouring
in brown ink, two small woodcuts of coins in text, “sum
f. Beraldi και των φιλων (and his friends)” crossed out
at head of title “Ex biblioth. Franc. Ott. Leükher 16” beneath, Greek marginalia in contemporary hand
(probably Beraldi’s) on a few leaves, shelf mark on
pastedown. Very light age yellowing, tear to E2, an original paper flaw, with printers correction pasted over
part of the text on verso, small tear in one blank margin,
small tear to upper cover, another cut unevenly. A very
good copy, crisp and clean with good margins in contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, remains of ties,
stubbs from C15 vellum ms.

Item 47

one of the leading lights at the University of Orleans.
He was later involved with the prosecution of Morely,
personal tutor to Prince Henry, later Henry IV of
France, on the grounds of heresy. Franz Otto Leukher,
a later owner, was the author of ‘Disputatio Philosophica Miscellanea’, published at Ingoldstadt in 1646.

First Edition of this compilation of Sigonio’s scholarly
notes on various classical authors, beautifully printed
by the Aldine press, with an excellent provenance.
Sigonio (1524-1585), Italian historian and classicist,
was the author of numerous scholarly works held in
high esteem by his contemporaries. He was born at
Modena and held professorships at Venice, Padua, and
Bologna. "He was unquestionably one of the first classical antiquaries of his time, and a man of great judgement as well as learning, very correct and deep in researches, and of most unwearied diligence.” Chalmers.
Sigonius's reputation chiefly rests upon his publications on Greek and Roman antiquities, which may even
now be consulted with advantage. “In 1555, while still
at Venice, he published his folio edition of Livy and his
Fasti Consulares, with an ample commentary on the
latter in the following year. The last two works were
the first in which accurate criticism was applied to the
chronology of Roman history.” Sandys. This volume is
a collection of Sigonio's scholarly notes on Livy, Cicero,
Hermogenes and others and is prefaced with one of
his attacks on fellow Classical scholar Francesco Robortello with whom he had a long running feud due to
the publication by Sigonio of a treatise ‘De nominibus
Romanorum’, in which he corrected several errors in a
work of Robertello on the same subject. Francois Bérauld (Beraldi is the humanist name of Bérauld) was a
professor of Greek at the newly opened University of
Orleans. He published a translation from the Greek,
with a commentary, of Appian on Hannibal and the
wars in Spain, published by Henry Estienne in 1560.
He converted to Calvinism and and was considered

BM STC It., 627; Renouard, 172:16; Adams, S 1114.
Item 47
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48
SUIDAS

dleaves; a.e.g., lower corners fractionally rubbed.

To men paron biblion, Souida. Hoi de syntaxamenoi
touto, andres sophoi

A fine copy of the first Aldine edition of the Suida, a
tenth century encyclopaedic lexicon which gives a
wealth of references to ancient sources, some of them
now lost. The author of the Suida is unknown. ‘Suida’
means “fortress” and was intended as an authoritative
collection of historical information on secular and ecclesiastical writers and events. At some point Suida
was taken to refer to the author, and thus one finds
reference to “Suidas” as the author. The first edition of
the Suida was printed by Bissolo and Mangio in 1499
in Milan, where they were forced to relocate after Aldus obtained the Venetian monopoly on the printing of
hitherto unpublished Greek texts. This Aldine differs
slightly from the first, probably being derived from a
different manuscript. The lexicon is one of the most
valuable documents of Greek philology, grammar, and
literary history using material from the classical period; a long chain of later authors, from Eustathius of
Thessalonica (c. 1192), quote from him. Suidas's lexicon
is something between a grammatical dictionary and
an encyclopaedia in the modern sense. It explains the
source, derivation, and meaning of words according to
the philology of the period, using such earlier authorities as Harpokration and Helladios. It is the articles on
literary history that are particularly valuable. In these
it gives details and to some extent quotations, from

Venice, in aedibus Aldi, et Andreae soceri, mense Feb.
1514
£22,500
Folio. ff. 392. α-ψ8 ω8 A-Ψ8 Ω8 2A8. quire H misbound, z2 bound upside down. Greek letter, in double
column, ruled in red throughout. Woodcut Aldine device on the title-page and verso of final blank, capital
spaces with guide letters, manuscript title inscription
‘Collat. ch perf. April 10 1798 M. R.’ with a note in latin
concerning the misbound quire [Matthew Raine 17601811, headmaster of Charterhouse School], C19th pencil
note on fly leaf 'afterwards Mr Heber’s', small label
‘Baron Monson’ [William, 6th Lord Monson] label on
rear pastedown. Light spotting and very light soiling on
first and last leaves, faint dampstain in a few fore margins, occasional light marginal spots, small repair to r3.
A very, very, good copy in fine 18th-century French red
morocco, (Derome?) covers bordered with a triple gilt
rule, spine, with gilt ruled raised bands, double gilt
ruled in compartments richly gilt with a semé of small
tools around a fine gilt urn tool at centre, edges with
double gilt rule, inner dentelles gilt, marbled paper en47
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authors whose works are otherwise lost. It uses older
scholia to the classics (Homer, Thucydides, Sophocles,
etc.), and for later
Item 48
writers, Polybius,
Josephus,
the
"Chronicon Paschale", George Syncellus, George Hamartolus, etc. The lexicon represents a
convenient work of
reference for those
people who played
a part in the political, ecclesiastical,
and literary history
of the Byzantine
empire down to the
tenth century. Its
chief source is the
encyclopedia
of
Constantine
VII
Porphyrogenitus
(912-59), and for
Roman history the
excerpts of John of
Antioch. The lexicon
is arranged not
quite alphabetically. Suidas also contains much material
for early church
history among his
biographical articles.

to Bradel as Renouard's main supplier of bindings in
this style (M. Breslauer, Catalogue 110, p. 274, n. 161)”
Bl Catalogue of bindings. Bisiaux, who was active 1777
-1781 in Paris, bound many works for Renouard. The
tools used, the quality of the morocco, and the gilding
are of the highest order and the neo-classical style perfect for this work.
Matthew Raine (1760-1811), was headmaster of Charterhouse School, much of whose library went to Trinity
College Cambridge after his death.The pencil note on
flyleaf describes the work as then going to Heber, but it
is not found in Heber's sale catalogues of 1834-1836,
though Heber did have a copy on vellum. A lovely
copy, exquisitely bound.
BM STC It., 651; Adams, S 2062; Renouard, 70:11; Texas, 118.
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THEOCRITUS
Eidullia [et alia aliorum]
Venice, Aldus Manutius, February 1495

£49,500
EDITIO PRINCEPS, Folio, 140 unnumbered ll, AA8
BB8 ΓC8 ΔD8 EE6 ZF6 ΘG6 ZZζζ10 AAαα8 BBββ8
ΓΓγγ8 ΔΔδδ8 EEεε6 αa8 βb8 γc10 δd8 εe8. Greek and
Roman letter, woodcut initials and headpieces. Contemporary ms marginal Latin translation in a very neat
hand of the Golden Song of Pythagoras and the Moral
Precepts of Phocylides on ΔΔδδ8-ΕΕεε5. T-p and verso
of last a little dusty, a very good, clean, copy with very
wide margins, in beautiful contemporary calf over
wooden boards, covers ruled, five borders surrounding
a central panel. The borders alternate between repeated
intricate designs formed by a single tool repeated - first,
a cross, second, a curved and studded X shape, and
third an acanthus-leaf and widely spaced double-cross
single tool designs. Central panel of three blind-ruled
lozenges, double-cross design inside and outside the
lozenges. The volume originally had four large metal
clasps, two at the side and at top and bottom; gaps filled
with a much smaller cross design, probably contemporary with the gilt dentelle outer border (c1600), edges
and corners with small old repairs in 19th-century calf,
rebacked to match, four raised bands, blind ruled. Some
small wormholes to front and back covers. A very handsome and unusual Italian binding, similar to that of a
Cicero ms ascribed to Naples, now in the Vatican.

The fine red morocco binding is similar in style to late
bindings made by
Derome le Jeune
and his successor
Derome-Bradel. The
design of the compartments on the
spine, and the fine
tools used, also
bears some similarities to bindings
made by the French
binder Bisiaux, who
copied many of
Derome’s tools, that
were inherited by
Bradel
from
Derome.
“Consequently, unsigned Bisiaux bindings are often erroneously attributed

FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE of this hugely important collection of Greek works, including the EDITIO PRINCEPS of Theocritus’ Idylls 19-30, Hesiod’s
Theogony, [Hesiod’s] Shield of Heracles, Theognis’ Elegiacs, [Pythagoras’] Carmina Aurea, and [Phocylides’]
Poema Admonitorium; the first Greek edition of Cato’s
Distichs; the second edition of Theocritus’ Idylls 1-18
and Hesiod’s Works and Days (editio princeps Milan,
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1480). The second issue of the
present edition has reset text
in the two outermost sheets of
quire Z F, and all of Θ G; near
the end of printing missing
lines of Megara (attributed to
Theocritus) were rediscovered
in a manuscript and added.
Thus, the verso of the last leaf
of Θ G is blank in this present
copy, as per Renouard. Aldus
Manutius dedicated the work
to his former teacher, Battista
Guarino, professor at Ferrara,
whom Manutius addresses in
his epistolary dedication as
‘quidem aetate nostra Socrates’.

doth ever nurture gain’). Most
interesting in this copy in particular are the Aurea Carmina,
attributed to Pythagoras, and
Phocylides’ Poema admonitorum. The former consists of 71
hexameter lines of moral exhortations which, though adhering
to Pythagorean philosophy, are
believed to be fourth or fifthcentury A.D.; the latter, a Hellenistic collection of Jewish
moral teachings, also in hexameters, falsely attributed to the
archaic poet Phocylides (cf.
Walters, The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides, pp 8-11): ‘Love
of money is the mother of all
evil. Gold and silver are always
The combination of Greek texts
a lure for men’, 43-44. Fasciprinted in this compendium is
natingly, in the wide margins
interesting and, to modern
of the pages containing these
eyes at least, surprising. It
two poems, their Latin translaopens with the thirty hexameItem 49
tions have been painstakingly
ter Idylls of Theocritus, a Heltranscribed in a neat, clear humanist hand. Since the
lenistic poet writing in Alexandria at the Ptolemaic
final ms letters of some lines on these pages have been
court (cf. Idylls 16 and 17). Theocritus is most famous
cropped, and re-added beneath in the same hand, they
as the ‘inventor’ of pastoral poetry (Virgil imitated the
were written before the book was bound - perhaps
‘bucolic’ Idylls 1-11 in his Eclogues), but, taken as a colwhile it was still in its original wrappers. Why the anlection, the Idylls present pastoral, epic, romantic and
notator - doubtless the original owner - chose these
realistic tropes, all with a characteristically Hellenistic
two poems in particular remains a mystery; perhaps
lightness of touch (though a third or so of the Idylls are
he felt the moral teachings especially applicable. Reprobably spurious). Not only does this volume embody
markably, the translations folfor the first time all thirty IdItem 49
low the 1494 Lascaris, the very
ylls together in print, it infirst book issued by Aldus, and
cludes the editio princeps of
presumably were transcribed
Hesiod’s Theogony, the diin the present copy for ease of
dactic poem, in epic hexamereference.
ters, telling of the birth of the
gods, and the ecphrastic Shield
A very fine copy with beautiful
of Heracles, attributed to Hesibinding of an incunabular
od in antiquity. With these
compendium of important
narrative hexameters are a
Greek texts, offering a fascinumber of didactic Greek
nating insight into contempoworks, providing moral inrary tensions between Humanstruction as well as educationist and Medieval approaches to
al value. These encompass the
learning, combining the ediSententiae Elegiacae of Theogtiones principes of important
nis - again, the editio princeps
Greek authors with works that
- an archaic poet whose lyric
were central to moral and educouplets provided gnomic
cational learning in the Midmaxims, and the first printed
dles Ages.
Greek translation of Cato’s
BMC, V, 554; Renouard, 5:3
Distichs: one of the most popu(‘cette édition est très rare’);
lar Medieval Latin school
Hain, 15477; Hoffmann, III,
texts, the Distichs give practi373; Essling, 888; Sander,
cal and moral advice for lead7235; Goff, T-144. For binding,
ing a good life (e.g. ‘Be oft
see De Marinis, I, pls. 9, 114.
awake: from too much sleep
abstain./ For vice from sloth
49
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the middle, two ropework wheels surrounding ropework multiple knots;
spine, joints, and all corners worn, covers with some
surface abrasions, head and tail of spine shaved to stand
upright. A handsome and historic quality binding, probably Venetian.

BOOK HISTORY À LA GRECQUE
THUCYDIDES
De bello Peloponnesiano
Venice, Aldus, May 1502

Editio princeps of the first and still most famous work
in the Western historical tradition. Thucydides has
been described as the father of ‘scientific history’ because of his strict standards of evidence gathering and
analysis of events in terms of cause and effect. He has
also been called the father of the school of political realism viewing relations between states as based more
on might than right. His text is still studied in military
colleges throughout the world.

£69,500
EDITIO PRINCEPS, Folio, 124 unnumbered ll. AA8, AA
-ξO8 OP8. Greek letter, undecorated, guide letters,
spaces blank. Contemporary 4-line Latin inscription
signed “S.P” on pastedown, “15ff” (probably original
price) in margin of t.p. and small inked symbols in title,
a few tiny wormholes in early and final ll. Ink stain to
extreme upper edge of early gatherings, very light
waterstain to upper blank margin of a few final ll. A very
good clean copy, well margined, on extra thick quality
paper, in striking contemporary calf over boards originally à la Grecque, covers with triple ruled outer borders, inner ropework with fine roundels gilt at each corner and centre, surrounding panel of richly decorated
blind lattice work with gilt roundel at each corner, double and triple ruled panels within enclosing panel with
roof vault border, gilt roundel in each vault space and in

Thucydides also makes the interesting, if somewhat
cynical, analysis of human nature in explaining human
behaviour in the context of wars, plagues and all sorts
of disasters. Viewed in the highest regard by subsequent Greek historians, then ignored throughout the
Middle Ages, Thucydides had some influence on Machiavelli, but much more on Hobbes who translated him,
and almost idolisation by Schiller, Schlegel, Nietzsche,
50
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Macauley and von Ranke.

tan than Venetian. During the 16th century books began to be shelved vertically rather than horizontally
and the head and spine of à la Grecque bindings became hopelessly impractical. At that point here they
were cut down though the base of their structure remains. A remarkably concrete example of a seismic
change in the history of libraries.

Woodrow Wilson read him on the way to the Versailles
conference, and Thucydides’ influence was increasingly
felt in international relations during the period of the
cold war.
The Peloponnesian War of which Thucydides wrote
was an epic 27 year struggle for supremacy between
Athens and Sparta and their respective allies. It probably continued after Thucycides’ death. Thucydides is
par excellence the political historian, a meticulous recorder of public events, in which he had fought and
from which he was never far removed. He assiduously
researched written documents and personally interviewed eye-witnesses whose testimonies he wrote up
into somewhat stylistic speeches.

BM STC, IV, 672; Renouard, 33:4 (‘Pre-mière et rare
édition, avec deux vies de Thucydide, en grec: l’une d’un
anonyme d’une page et demie, et l’autre, de cinq pages,
d’un nommé Marcellinus’); Brunet, V, 844 (‘Edition
rare’); Dibdin, II, 505 (‘The first edition of Thucydides is
a beautiful book, though at present by no means rare:
copies with a fine margin bear a tolerable price’); PMM,
62.

The first edition of the greatest work of one of the
greatest historians in its original, unsophisticated
state. This richly decorated contemporary binding was
constructed à la Grecque probably in Venice, though
the repeated use of gilt roundel motifs is more Neopoli51
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Specialists in rare and early English and Continental Books and
Manuscripts

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
We observe the following terms for all sales:
If you are a new customer, books will only be sent after your cheque or bank transfer has succeeded. If you are a returning customer, payment is due within 30 days of the invoice date.
Postage and insurance (at 1% of the catalogue price) are charged on all parcels unless otherwise
specified.
Payment is due within 21 days of the invoice date.
If payment is to be made in a currency other than pounds sterling, please add $10 or €10 to cover bank charges.
Any book may be returned within 14 days for any reason.
All books remain our property until paid for in full.
We reserve the right to charge interest on outstanding invoices at our discretion.
THINKING OF SELLING?
We are always keen to add to our stock, with a particular focus on English STC books (pre 1640),
continental books printed up to the early 1600s and medieval and renaissance manuscripts both decorative and textual, in all languages and on all subjects. We are also occasional purchasers of collections of later items. We are particularly eager to acquire fine, complete copies in early bindings.
If you are thinking of disposing of such items, please do get in touch to arrange an appointment. We
are always pleased to consider offers, and will give as much help and advice as we can if your books
are not for us. This is always provided free of charge and with no obligation on your part. Naturally,
our discretion is assured.

WANT TO UPDATE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?
If you would to prefer to no longer receive our catalogues, are receiving multiple catalogues, or
simply want to change the address you receive them at, please email us at books@sokol.co.uk and
we will update your subscription preferences.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information on any of the items listed within, please do get in contact with us via phone or
email, or visit our website at www.sokol.co.uk to browse the full range of our stock. Should you
wish to view any items in person, we are happy to take appointments, or simply stop by our Fulham
Road shop.

Image on back cover is of Item 12 - Bordone
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